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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner – 1996
India’ s Einstein

Prof. Jayant V ishnu Narlikar ,
Padma Vibhushan

The Best Known Indian Astrophysicist,Internationally Renowned Scientist,
and

Leading Expert & Defender of the Steady State Cosmology against the more
Popular Big-Bang Cosmology

and
Hailed Worldover as India’ s Einstein

[Born : July 19, 1938, Kolhapur , Maharastra, India…]
I enjoy doing research in astronomy and astrophysics. My research supervisor Sir Fred Hoyle, who
was himself a Kalinga Awardee, was a successful science communicator i.e. he was able to communicate
what he was doing to the layman in a very simple and easy manner. I thought that he was an example
that I should follow. I myself felt the urge that since I enjoy doing research why  I don’t I share my
enjoyment with the layman.

I like doing science writing in English and Marathi but I do it in Hindi also because I was taught Hindi
in schools. I feel that typical layperson enjoys or appreciates what you are telling him if we do it in the
mother tongue.

I would like to say that even if you are not a professional scientist, you can read and write a lot about
literature and you can communicate that in the appropriate language. If you are a working scientist you
should look upon it as your responsibility for the society which supports your research you must give
back something to it. You can do it in one way by telling them what science is all about, what are its
advantages and disadvantages, how one should treat different discoveries, technologies are used.

...Jayant Vishnu Narlikar
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Professor Jayant Vishnu Narlikar  (born July 19,
1938) is an eminent Indian astrophysicist. Narlikar
is considered a leading expert and defender of the
steady state cosmology. His work on conformal
gravity theory with Sir Fred Hoyle, called Hoyle-
Narlikar theory, demonstrated a synthesis can be
achieved between Albert Einstein’s theory of relativity
and Mach’s principle. India’s second highest civilian
honour, Padma Vibhushan, was awarded to him for
his work. Prof. Narlikar is the founder director of the
Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and
Astrophysics (IUCAA) at Pune, India.

Life and Career

Prof. Narlikar was bron in Kolhapur, India on July
19, 1938. His father, Vishnu Vasudev Narlikar was
an eminent mathematician and general relativist. He
was Professor and Head of the Department of
Mathematics at the Banaras Hindu  University,
Varanasi. His mother, Sumathi Vishnu Narlikar was
a Sanskrit scholar.

Jayant topped Banaras Hindu University Bachelor
of Science examination in 1957. The same year he
went to Cambridge University in UK to study
Mathematics further. He got his Cambridge degrees
in Mathematics: B.A.(1960), Ph.D. (1963) under the
guidance of Scientist Fred Hoyle. That year he went
to King’s College, Cambridge as Berry Ramsey
Fellow. He made his M.A. in 1964, but specialized
in astronomy and astrophysics. He distinguished
himself at Cambridge with the Smith’s Prize in 1962
and the Adams Prize in 1967. He later stayed on at
Cambridge till 1972, as Fellow of King’s College
(1963-72) and Founder Staff Member of the Institute
of Theoretical Astronomy (1966-72). During this
period he laid the foundations of his research work
in cosmology and astrophysics in collaboration with

Prof. Jayant Vishnu Narlikar :
A Profile Extraordinaire

Jayant Vishnu Narlikar

Born : 19 July 1938
Kolhapur, India

Residence : Pune, India

Nationality : Indian

Fields : Astrophysics, Physics,
Cosmology

Institutions : Cambridge University
Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research
Inter-University Centre for
Astronomy and Astrophysics

Alma mater : Banaras Hindu University
Cambridge University

Doctoral : Fred Hoyle
Advisor
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his mentor Fred Hoyle. In 1966 Fred Hoyle
established Institute of Theoretical Astronomy in
Cambridge. Narlikar became the founder staff
member of the institute. That year, Narlikar married
mathematics researcher Ms. Mangala Rajwade,
PhD. The couple have three daughters – Geeta, Girija
and Leelavati. In 1969 He became a Senior
Research Fellow King’s College, Cambridge for the
next three years In 1972- Narlikar returned to India
and took up Professorship at the Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research (TIFR), Mumbai . At the
TIFR, he was in charge of the Theoretical
Astrophysics Group, which he developed into a
strong center for astrophysics. In 1988 University
Grants Commission (India) sets up the Inter-
University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics
(IUCAA) at Pune. Narlikar became the Founder-
Director of IUCAA.

Narlikar is internationally known for his work in
cosmology, in championing models alternative to
the popularly believed big bang model. He was
President of the Cosmology Commission of the
International Astronomical Union from 1994 to 1997.
His work has been on the frontiers of gravity and
Mach’s Principle, quantum cosmology and action
at a distance physics. He has received several
national and international awards and honorary
doctorates. He is a Bhatnagar awardee, as well as
recipient of the M.P. Birla award, the Prix Janssen
of the French Astronomical Society and an
Associate of the Royal Astronomical Society of
London. He is Fellow of the three national science
academies as well as of the Third World Academy
of Sciences. Apart from his scientific research,
Narlikar has been well known as a science
communicator through his books, articles, and radio/
TV programmes. For these efforts, he was honoured
by the UNESCO in 1996 with the Kalinga Award.

Narlikar broke new grounds in space research, when
during 1999-2003 he headed an international team
in a pioneering experiment designed to sample air
for microorganisms in the atmosphere at heights of

up to 41 km. Biological studies of the samples
collected led to the findings of live cells and bacteria,
thus opening out the intriguing possibility that the
Earth is being bombarded by microorganisms some
of which might have seeded life itself here.

Narlikar was decorated Padmabhushan in 1965, at
the young aged of 26. In 2004 he was awarded
Padmavibhushan

Research and Work

His work on conformal gravity theory with Fred Hoyle,
called Hoyle-Narlikar Theory put forth that the inertial
mass of a particle is a function of the masses of all
other particles, multiplied by a coupling constant,
that is a function of cosmic epoch. In cosmologies
based on this theory, the gravitational constant G
decreases strongly with time.

Prof. Narlikar is active in popularizing science. He
has written many articles in leading periodicals and
has given lectures. He has written science fiction in
Hindi, Marathi and English

He is famous amongst Indians who saw him on TV
giving a prologue to each episode of Carl Sagan’s
Cosmos: A Personal Voyage in the late 1980s.

Main Publications

Books

n Current Issues in Cosmology, 2006.

n A Different Approach to Cosmology : From a
Static Universe through the Big Bang towards
Reality, 2005

n Fred Hoyle’s Universe, 2003

n Scientific Edge: The Indian Scientist from Vedic
to Modern Times, 2003

n An Introduction to Cosmology, 2002

n Quasars and Active Galactic Nuclei : An
Introduction, 1999

n From Black Clouds to Black Holes, 1996

n Seven Wonders of the Cosmos, 1995
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n Philosophy of Science : Perspectives from
Natural and Social Sciences, 1992

n Highlights in Gravitation and Cosmology, 1989

n The Lighter Side of Gravity, 1982

n Physics – Astronomy Frontier (w/Sir Fred
Hoyle), 1981

n The Structure of the Universe, 1977

Recent Articles

n Creation of Matter and Anomalous Redshifts,
2002

n Absorber Theory of Radiation in Expanding
Universe, 2002

Sci-fi Novels

In English :

n The Return of Vaman, 1990

n The Adventure

In Marathi

n Yakshachi Dengi

n Preshit

n Virus

n Vaman Parat Na Ala

n Abhayaranya

n Aakashashi Jadale Nate

Honours and Awards

At Cambridge, Prof. Narlikar became Wrangler in
1959 and achieved distinction at the Part III of the
Mathematical Tripos. He has won Tyson Medal in
astronomy there. He has received the Indira Gandhi
Award of the Indian National Science Academy
(1990) and the Kalinga Award of UNESCO (1996).

In 2004 Prof. Narlikar was awarded Padma
Vibhushan-India’s second highest civilian honour.

External links

n Jayant Narlikar’s Home page (http://
meghnad.iucaa.ernet.in/~jvn/)

n An interview with Jayant Narlikar on virus from
outer space (2003) (http://www.indien-
netzwerk.de/navigation/bildungwissenschaft/
artikel/eng/astro-sars-eng.htm)

n An interview with Jayant Narlikar on the Origin
of Universe (2004, in Spanish) (http://
hispalois.blogspot.com/2006/04/creer-en-el-
big-bang-es-un-acto-de-fe.html)

n Jayant V. Narlikar’s Summarized Biography
( h t t p : / / p e r s o . o r a n g e . f r / l e m p e l /
jv_narlikar_uk.htm)

n Publications of J.V.Narlikar-part 1 (http://
p e r s o . o r a n g e . f r / l e m p e l /
publications_de_narlikar_01_uk.htm)

n Publications of J.V. Narlikar- part 2 (http://
p e r s o . o r a n g e . f r / l e m p e l /
publications_de_narlikar_02_uk.htm)

n Cosmology, Facts and Problems (French)
(http://perso.orange.fr/lempel/Narlikar-CDF.pdf)

Source :

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jayant_Narlikar

q
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Jayant Vishynu Narlikar -
A Biographical  Profile

Jayant Narlikar was born on July 19, 1938 in Kolhapur, Maharashtra and received his early education in
the campus of Banaras Hindu University (BHU), where his father Vishnu Vasudeva Narlikar was Professor
and Head of the Mathematics Department. His mother Sumati Narlikar was a Sanskrit scholar. After a
brilliant career in school and college, Narlikar got his B.Sc. degree in 1957. He went to Cambridge for
higher studies, becoming a Wrangler and Tyson Medallist in the Mathematical Tripos. He got his
Cambridge degrees in mathematics: B.A. (1960), Ph.D (1963), M.A. (1964) and Sc.D (1976),  but
specialized in astronomy and astrophysics. He distinguished himself at Cambridge with the Smith’s
Prize in 1962 and the Adams Prize in 1967. He later stayed on at Cambridge till 1972, as Fellow of
King’s College (1963-72) and Founder Staff Member of the Institute of Theoretical Astronomy (1966-72).
During this period he laid the foundation of his research work in cosmology and astrophysics in
collaboration with his mentor Fred Hoyle.

Narlikar returned to India to join the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (1972-1989) where under
his charge the Theoretical Astrophysics  Group acquired international standing. In 1988 he was invited
by the University Grants Commission as Founder Director to set up the proposed Inter-University Centre
for Astronomy and Astrophysics (IUCAA). Under his direction IUCAA has acquired a world-wide reputation
as a center for excellence  in teaching and research in astronomy and astrophysics. He retired from this
position in 2003. He is now Emeritus Professor at IUCAA.

In 1966, Narlikar married Managala Rajwade, a Ph.D in mathematics. They have three daughters,
Geeta, Girija and Leelavati, all of whom have opted for careers in science.

Narlikar is internationally known for his work in cosmology, in championing models alternative to the
popularly believed big bang model. He was President of the Cosmology Commission of the International
Astronomical Union from 1994 to 1997. His work has been on the frontiers of gravity and Mach’s
Principle, quantum cosmology and action at a distance physics. He has received several national and
international awards   and honorary doctorates. He is a Bhatnagar awardee, as well as recipient of the
M.P. Birla award, the Prix Janssen of the French Astronomical Society and an Associate of the Royal
Astronomical Society of London. He is Fellow of the three national science academies as well as of the
Third World Academy of Sciences. Apart from his scientific research, Narlikar has been well known as
a science communicator  through his books, articles, and radio/TV programmes. For these efforts, he
was honoured by the UNESCO in 1996 with the Kalinga Award.

Narlikar broke new grounds in space research, when during 1999-2003 he headed an international  team
in a pioneering experiment  designed to sample air for microorganisms in the atmosphere at heights of
up to 41 km. Biological studies of the samples  collected led to the findings of live cells and bacteria,
thus opening out the intriguing possibility that the Earth is being bombarded by microorganisms some
of which might have seeded life itself here.

Narlikar was decorated Padmabhushan in 1965, at the young age of 26. In 2004 he was awarded
Padmavibhushan.

OFFICE
Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics

Post Bag 4, Ganeshkhind, Pune 411 007 India
Phone : (91) (20) 25691414, Fax : (91) (20) 25690760, e-mail :  jayant@iucaa.errnet.in

URL : http://www.iucaa.ernet.in/~jvn/
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Biographical

Jayant Vishnu Narlikar was born in Kolhapur, in the
state of Maharashtra, India on July 19, 1938. His
father, Vishnu Vasudeva Narlikar was an eminent
mathematician  and general  relativist. He was
Professor and Head of the Department of
Mathematics at the Banaras Hindu University,
Varanasi. His mother Sumati Vishnu Narlikar (nee’
Krishna Shankar Huzurbazar) was a Sanskrit
scholar. Jayant grew up in an academic and scholarly
environment at home with a liking for both
mathematics and Sanskrit. He went to the University
Children’s  School in the  B.H.U. campus and
invariably  topped in all examinations including the
matriculation one. He continued this tradition till the
Bachelor of Science degree examination at B.H.U.
in 1957.

After graduation he went to Cambridge University,
U.K. for higher studies in mathematics. He joined
the Fitzwilliam House, Cambridge in 1957 and
obtained his Cambridge degrees B.A., in 1960,
M.A., in 1964 and Ph.D. in 1963. While at
Cambridge, he became Wrangler (in 1959) and
achieved distinction at the Part III of the
Mathematical Tripos along with the Tyson  medal in
astronomy in the following year. As a research
student he was the W.A. Meak Research scholar
of the University of Cambridge and  won the coveted
Smith’s Prize in 1962. Later on he went on to win
the prestigious  Adams Prize at Cambridge in 1967.
In 1976 he received the Sc.D degree of Cambridge
University.

In 1966 Jayant Narlikar married Managala Sadashiv
Rajwade who has a Ph.D in mathematics from
Mumbai University. They have three daughters,
Geeta, Girija and Leelavati.

Academic Career

Narlikar did his Ph.D. under the inspiring guidance
of Fred Hoyle. In 1963, he went to King’s College,
Cambridge as Berry Ramsey Fellow (1963-69), later
to become a Senior Re-search Fellow (1969-72).

He also was the founder staff member of the Institute
of Theoretical Astronomy which was established  in
Cambridge in 1966 by Fred Hoyle. He held this
position till his return to India in 1972 to take up
professorship at the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, Mumbai. At the TIFR he was in charge
of the Theoretical Astrophysics Group, which he
developed into a strong center for astrophysics. He
became Senior Professor in 1983, and upon leaving
the TIFR in 1989, he held the position of an Honorary
Professor there for three years.

In 1988 the University Grants Commission set up
the Inte-University Center for Astronomy and
Astrophysics (IUCAA) at Pune. At the invitation  of
the U.G.C. Chairman, Professor Yash Pal, Narlikar
became the Founder-Director of IUCAA in 1988, first
in an honorary capacity and then as a full-time
director since 1989. Through his efforts, aided by
many colleagues he has been able to bring to IUCAA
international stature as a research center as well
as a place for pedagogical activities.

Research Contributions

Narlikar has made important contributions to
theoretical  physics, astrophysics and cosmology.
He is considered a leading expert and defender of
the steady state cosmology against the more popular
big bang cosmology. His work on conformal gravity
theory with Fred Hoyle demonstrated how a
synthesis  could be achieved between Einstein’s
general theory of relativity and March’s principle.

The scientific research of Jayant Narlikar has been
in the areas of theoretical physics, astrophysics and
cosmology. He had worked with Fred Hoyle in the
early sixties in a mathematically rigorous description
of matter creation in cosmology, which provided  a
sound theoretical framework to the steady state
cosmology. Lately, in collaboration with  Fred Hoyle
and Geoffrey burbidge, he has been associated in
the resurrection of the steady state cosmology as
the  Quasi-Steady State Cosmology (QSSC). As a
theoretical foundation, this cosmology uses the
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Hoyle-Narlikar theory of conformal gravity, which they
had proposed in 1964. This gravity theory is wider
in scope than general relativity, including as it does,
a strong link with the Mach’s Principle.

Hoyle and Narlikar have also worked together in
providing a  framework for the action at a distance
electrodynamics (ADE). Starting their work on this
programme in 1962, they have shown how ADE, as
originally formulated by John Wheeler and Richard
Feynman, can be described in a curved space time
and how it can be given a quantum mechanical
framework. Lately they have shown that with proper
cosmological boundary conditions the ADE is free
from the ultra-violet divergences that trouble the field
theory of electrodynamics.

Narlikar was also responsible for providing
astrophysical applications of a white hole.  This idea
was later to play to key role in theQSSC,by
suggesting that the white holes, are the mini-creation
centres where  new  matter appears in the universe.
His extension of the Hoyle-Narlikar theory of
conformal gravity has opened up the possibility of
understanding the anomalous redshifts of
extragalactic objects.

Narlikar has provided perhaps the only exact
approach towards understanding how the big bang
cosmology may be modified by quantum

considerations during the Planck time scale. He has
shown that by restricting to quantum conformal
fluctuations, it is possible to avoid the spacetime
singularity.

Honours and Awards

Jayant Narlikar has been honoured by several awards
for his research, including the S.S. Bhatnagar award
for physical sciences (1978), the F.I.E. Foundation’s
Rashtrabhushan award (1981), the B.M. Birla award
(1993), etc. He is Fellow of the Indian National
Science Academy, the Indian Academy of Sciences,
the National Academy of Sciences of India, the
Cambridge Philosophical Society, and the Third
World Academy of Sciences. He has honorary
doctorates from the Burdwan University and the
Banaras Hindu University. He was decorated with
Padmabhushan by the President of India in 1965.

Science Popularizaiton

Apart from his research work, Jayant Narlikar has
established a name in the field of science
popularization. He has used the print and electronic
media for this purpose, with English, Hindi and
Marathi as languages for communication. For his
contributions to Science Popularization  efforts, he
has received the Indira Gandhi Award of the Indian
National Science Academy (1990) and the Kalinga
Award of UNESCO (1996).

q
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Professor J.V. Narlikar is a Theoretical
Astrophysicist by profession, but has been
contributing towards the popularization of science
in many different ways over a long period. His first
popular article was written in the early 60s in the
magazine “Discovery” in the U.K. In this article he
described the phenomena of gravitational collapse
and the new discovery of quasars. This article was
greatly appreciated by readers and other U.K.
magazines; especially the “New Scientist” also
carried out articles by him on topics relating to
cosmology. While in the U.K. Professor Narlikar also
developed into a public speaker and gave popular
talks to undergraduate socities in the U.K.

In 1972 he returned  to India to take up a position in
the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR).
While at TIFR, he continued to write for popular
science magazines as well as appearing in the radio
and T.V. shows relating to science. The list of
publications of his popular articles presently runs
to over 400 and covers his contribution in English,
Marathi (his mother tongue) and Hindi (the National
Language of India). His T.V. shows also had these
three languages and were considerably appreciated
by the audience.

During 1980-81 Narlikar was associated with the
screening of a serial in Marathi on the Bombay T.V.
called “Akashashi jadale nate” (On developing
relationship to the sky). This series covered different
aspects of astronomy with the help of discussions
and slides. It caught the public imagination and was
very popular.

In the mid 80s Narlikar compered Carl Sagan’s
famous serial “The Cosmos” with a Hindi  introduction
in the beginning. This was greatly liked by the

audience since the summary of the episode in Hindi
conveyed to the audience the broad scope  of what
was to be presented. Taking a cue from the success
of this serial, Narlikar  proposed to the then Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi that a serial in astronomy in
Hindi should be screened on the Indian television.
This suggestion was readily taken up and Narlikar
was asked to devise the serial to be made by the
Films  Division of India. This serial in 17 parts was
completed and shown in India on several occasions
during 1994-95. In a simple language with the help
of stories and anecdotes this serial called
“Brahmand” (The Universe) describes the exciting
discoveries in astronomy. Because of participation
by schoolchildren, this serial has reached a large
section of the younger population .

Professor Narlikar’s efforts in science popularization
had also extended to writing Popular Science books
in Hindi, Marathi and English as well as his technical
writings. These books have been translated in other
Indian languages also. In addition, Narlikar has also
written science fiction stories and novels in these
three languages and they have generated
considerable response from the Indian readership.
In his science fiction writing, Narlikar has tried to
depict the Indian environment and highlighted the
ongoing interaction between society and science,
besides projecting it into the future. His science
fiction story “Dhoomaketu” (the Comet) has been
made into a 2-hour film by the Children’s Film Society
of India.

Professor Narlikar has been in great demand as
public speaker in different parts of India and ha been
regularly lecturing to the lay audience not only in
Maharashtra (the State where he lives), but also in
other parts of the country. The audiences at his

Science Popularization Effort s  by Professor J.V . Narlikar
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lecture are very large and in some cases they have
reached and crossed four figures. He managed to
convey the excitement of astronomy and the
importance of the scientific outlook in his talks. The
lack  of scientific outlook in his opinion has been a
hurdle in the progress of the country towards  a
better and more enlightened way of living. He has
been emphasizing this in his various talks almost
with a  missionary zeal and has found several ways
and means of popularizing the scientific outlook and
rational behaviour. As a novel experiment towards
science dissemination, Narlikar has started the
practice of asking the autograph hunting
schoolchildren to send him postcard with some
scientific  question to which he would reply with his

signature. This has generated a large number of
postal questions and answers in science. A  subset
of this was published recently by the Marathi
Vidnyan Parishan, a voluntary science
dissemination organization, as a booklet called
“Postcardatun vidnyan” (Science though postcard).

For his contributions for science popularization,
Professor Narlikar was awarded the Indira Gandhi
prize by the Indian National Science Academy in
1990 and Kalinga Prize by UNESCO in 1996.

In 1997, Narlikar has been appearing in the TV
Cultural Magazine Programme “Surabhi” where he
answers questions from viewers requiring  scientific
information for answers.

q
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Biodat a of Jayant V . Narlikar

Professor Jayant V. Narlikar was born in Kolhapur,
Maharashtra on July 19, 1938. He received his
school education in the University Children’s School,
Banaras Hindu University, where his father V.V.
Narlikar was Professor of Mathematics. After
graduating from B.H.U. Jayant Narlikar went for
higher studies, as a J.N. Tata Scholar to Fitzwillima
House, Cambridge. At Cambridge University he took
the Mathematical Tripos examinations, becoming
a Wrangler in 1959, and winning a distinction in the
final  examinations in 1960  along with the Tyson
Medal for astronomy. He enrolled as a  research
student under the guidance of Professor Fred Hoyle
in 1960.

In his Cambridge career spanning fifteen years from
1957 to 1972, Jayant Narlikar received his B.A., M.A.
and Ph.D degrees in 1960, 1964 and 1963
respectively. Later, in 1976 he was awarded the Sc.D.
(Cantab) degree for distinguished research. He was
elected a Fellow of King’s College in 1963 and
became a Staff Member of the  Institute of Theoretical
Astronomy at the University of Cambridge in 1966.
While at Cambridge, he won the Smith’s Prize (1962)
and the Adams Prize (1967) of the University of
Cambridge.

Dr. Narlikar returned to India in 1972 as a professor
at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research where
he headed the Theoretical Astrophysics  Group. He
was a Jawaharlal Nehru Fellow during 1973-75 and
a UGC  National Lecturer during 1979-80.

Dr. Narlikar’s early work with Hoyle was on the
steady state theory of the universe. This work
provided, for the first time a working theory for
describing  continous creation of  matter within the
framework of Einstein’s general relativity theory.
Hoyle and Narlikar also gave a complete description

of electrodynamics at the quantum as well as the
classical level, using the concept of action at a
distance. Their work on electrodynamics led them
to a new theory of gravity which is now known as
the conformal theory of gravity.

After returning to India Professor Narlikar continued
his work on cosmology and astrophysics. He
investigated further implications of the conformal
theory of gravity and his subsequent work (with
Dr.P.K. Das of the Indian Institute of Astrophysics)
provides and explanation for the anomalous redshifts
to quasars. With his colleague Professor K.M.V.
Apparao at TIFR and Dr. N. Dadhich at Poona
University, Professor Narlikar developed the concept
of white holes as explosive sources of energy which
might account for some of the violent phenomena in
the universe. In 1978 Professor Narlikar and
Professor S.M. Chitre at TIER advanced the
hypothesis of gravitational bending of radio waves
by intervening galaxies to account for the apparent
faster than  light motion observed in some quasars
during the last decade. Professor Narlikar’s work
also includes investigations of the behaviour of
tachyons in strong gravitational fields. Between 1977
and 1985 he was engaged in the study of quantum
fluctuations in the  vicinity of space time singularities
at the origin of the  Universe. He is also an active
participant in the ongoing controversy about the
distance of quasars.

Recently along with Professors Fred Hoyle and
Geoffrey Burbidge he has been engaged in a revival
of the old steady state concept in a new form known
as the Quasi-Steady State Cosmology. In this the
universe undergoes short term oscillations
superposed on a long term steady expansion. This
model has no beginning or end but has periodic
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phases of matter creation. He and Fred Hoyle have
also revived their earlier work on quantum electro-
dynamics to show that suitable cosmological
boundary conditions provide a cut off to high
frequencies there-by making the hitherto divergent
integrals finite.

Professor Narlikar was elected Fellow of the Indian
Academy of Sciences in 1974, of the Indian National
Science Academy (INSA) in 1977 and of the
National Academy of Sciences, India in 1986 . He
is a Fellow of the Cambridge Philosophical Society.
He is also a member of the Indian Physics
Association, the Astronomical Society of India and
the Indian Association of General Relativity and
Gravitation. He was awarded the Golden Jubilee
Gold Medal by the Institute of Science, Bombay in
1973. He received the 1978 Shanti Swarup
Bhatnagar Award for Physical Sciences. In 1983
he was elected Associate of the Royal Astronomical
Society, London. The FIE Foundation conferred on
him its highest honour, the Rashtrabhushan Award,
in May 1983. His other awards include the
Durgaprasad Khaitan Gold Medal of the Asiatic
Society, Calcutta and the INSA-Vainu Bappu Award
for Astronomy. In 1993 he was the first recipient of
the M.P. Birla Award for astronomy. In May, 1995
he was the Distinguished Lecturer of the IAC-BBV
Foundation in Spain.

Apart from his scientific research Professor Narlikar
has written books and articles at the non-technical
level to popularize science in Marathi, Hindi as well
as English. His book on astronomy in Marathi  was
published by the Maharashtra State Board   of

Literature and Culture. He has also written several
science fiction stories and three novels in Marathi.
He has participated in radio and TV programmes on
science in English, Hindi and Marathi. His 17-part
serial ‘Brahmand’ (the Universe) in Hindi was
screened by Doordarshan during 1995. Since 1997
he has been regularly appearing on the television
programme called Surabhi in which he answers
scientific questions from the general public. For
these services to science popularization he was
received several state and national awards including
INSA’s Indira Gandhi Award, UNESCO’s Kalinga
Award and the Godavari Gaurav Puraskar of the
Kusumagraj Pratishthan.

Professor Narlikar has served on several national
committees including the Science Advisory Council
to the Prime Minister (1986-90)  and the Indo-US
Sub-Commission on Education and Culture (1985-
89). In 1994 he became the President of the
Cosmology Commission of the International
Astronomical Union.

In 1966 Jayant Narlikar married Mangala Rajwade,
a mathematics graduate from Bombay, They have
three daughters, Geeta, Girija and Leelavati.

In 1988 Professor Narlikar was appointed the first
Honorary Director of the Inter-University Centre  for
Astronomy and Astrophysics (IUCAA) set up in Pune
by the University Grants Commission. He moved to
Pune in June 1989 to take this assignment as a
whole-time activity. He continues his teaching,
research and creative writing while shouldering the
challenging task of making IUCAA an institution of
international standard.

Source :
Vigyan Prasar
http://www.vigyanprasar.gov.in/common/jvn-bio.htm
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n Birth place : Kolhapur, Maharashtra, Date : July -19-1938

n Studies : “University Children’s School” and “Banaras Hindu University”

n Higher  Studies : (Mathématics & Astronomy) in Fitzwilliam House,  Cambridge.

n In 1960, he  is recruited as a “Research Student” on the recommendation of Professor Fred
Hoyle

n Studies in Cambridge, U.K., from 1957 to 1972. He receives the “B.A. in 1960, the M.A. in 1964
and the “Ph.D. degree” in 1963

n In 1963, he is named “Fellow of King’s College”.

n In 1966 he becomes “Staff Member of the Institute of Theoretical Astronomy”  in Cambridge
University .

n Jayant V. Narlikar returns to India in 1972 as professor at the “Tata Institute of Fundament al
Research”  where  he manages the Theoretical Group for Astrophysics.

n In 1976, the “Sc.D. (Cantab) Degree” is granted to him for his “Distinguished Research”.

The first works done by J.V. Narlikar with F. Hoyle concerned the theory of the steady state universe.
This work gave at first a reliable theory describing the continuous  creation of matter  within the framework
of the “General Relativity Theory” of Einstein. Hoyle and Narlikar also gave a complete description of the
quantic electrodynamic, as good as the classical one, while using the concept of action from afar. Their

Jayant V . Narlikar ’s Summarized Biography

Contd...
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work on electrodynamics led them to a new theory of gravitation that now is known as the “conformal
theory of gravity”

In India, Narlikar continued his work in cosmology and in astrophysics, He studied the supplementary
implications of his gravitation theory; his later work with P.K. Das of the Indian Institute of Astrophysics
provides an explanation for abnormal redshifts of quasars.

With his colleague K.M.V. Apparao of the TIER and N. Dadhich of the Pune University , Narlikar
developed the white hole concept as exploding sources of energy thus explaining some of the violent
phenomena in the universe . In 1978 Narlikar and S.MS. Chitre of the TIER proposed the hypothesis of
the gravitational curvature of radio waves due to the presence of galaxies, to explain the apparent high
velocities (greater than light) observed in certain quasars during the last decade. The work of Narlikar
also concerns research on the behavior of tachyons in strong gravitational fields. Between 1977 and
1985 he took part in the survey of the quantic variations of space-time singularities at the beginning of
the universe. He is also an active participant in the ongoing controversy about the distance of quasars.

With Fred Hoyle and Geoffrey Burbidge, he took part more recently in a rebirth of the old concept of the
stationary universe under a new format, the “Quasi-Steady State Cosmology”,  in which the universe
is subjected to short-term oscillations superimposed on a long-term steady expansion. In this model
the universe has neither a beginning nor and end; matter is created periodically. Together with Fred
Hoyle, he resumes their previous work on the quantic electrodynamics to show that the limiting
cosmological conditions lead to a cut-off at high  frequencies, thus resolving the diverging integrals.

Praises, titles and rewards that J.V. Narlikar received, in India and in other countries are innumerable.
J.V. Narlikar is member of the Indian National Sciences Academy (INSA),    Associated Member of
the Philosophical Society (Cambridge) . He is also member of the Indian Society of Physics, of the
Indian Astronomical Society and of the Indian General Relativity and Gravit ation Society . The
Golden Medal of the Golden Jubilee has been granted to him by the Science Institute of Bombay in
1973. He received in 1978 the Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar , a reward reserved for the Physical Sciences.
In1983  he was named Partner of the Royal Astronomical Society  in London. The FIE Foundation
conferred him its highest reward, the Golden Medal of the Asian Society, etc…

May 4th, 2004, the Société Astronomique de France  awarded the 2004 Janssen Price to J.V. Narlikar.
The prize-giving took place in Collège de France. (Paris)

Beside of his scientific research, Narlikar has written non-technical books and articles in order to
popularize science as well in Indian language as well as in English. His book on astronomy has been
published by the “Maharashtra State Board of Literature and Culture”.  He has also written several
science-fiction stories and three novels. He participated in radio and television programs about sciences
of the universe in Hindi and in English in 1995 which were censored by Doordarshan (national public
television). Since 1997 he appears regularly on the television program “Surabhi”  in which he answers
scientific questions from the public For these services of science popularization he received several
national rewards including he “INSA ’s Indira Gandhi Award” the “UNESCO’ s Kalinga Award” and
the “Godavari Gaurav Puraskar” of the “Kusumagraj Pratishthan”.

J.V. Narlikar participated from 1986 to 1990 in several national committees, particularly the “Science
Advisory Council” to the Prime Minister, from 1985 to 1989 the “Indo-US Sub-Commission on Education

Contd...
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and Culture”. In 1994 he became President of the “Commission Cosmologie” of the “International
Astronomical Union”. In 1966 Jayant Narlikar married Mangala Rajwade. They have three daughters,
Geeta, Girija and Leelavati.

In 1988 Narlikars was nominated the Founder-Director of the Inter-University Center for Astronomy
and Astrophysics (IUCAA) situated at Pune,  by the “University Grants Commision”  He arrived at
Pune in June 1989 to take charge full-time of this activity. He continues his teaching, his research and
his original publications while taking on the challenge of making IUCAA  an international level institution.

J.V. Narlikar  taught, during 2003-2004, in the “Collège de France”  (Paris), J.V. “Fact s and
speculations in Cosmology” (translated in French from the original English version) , which shows
the inadequacies and the defects of the standard theory (Big Bang).

We thank, on one hand, Mr Jayant V . Narlikar  for the confidence that he was kind enough to grant us
by authorizing us the installation, on this site, of this document; on the other hand Mr Jean-Claude
Pecker who supported us in this step, and also the Chaire Internationale de College de France.

The original file, is also  available on  the site of the “Commission Cosmologie” of Société
Astronomique de France”.

A summary of Mr Jayant V. Narlikar’s courses should be published in the next “Annuaire du Collège
de France”  which should be published in January, 2005.

As a supplement to mister Narlikar’s courses, in the Collège de France,  was organized from 8 till 11
June 2004, a Colloquium “Cosmology : Facts and Problems”.

The annals of this colloquium were edited by Jean-Claude Pecker and Jayant V. Narlkar, and published
by Cambridge University Press,  under the title “Current Issues in Cosmology”.

1. The inaugural lesson of Professor  Jayant Vishnu Narlikar  made in
Collège de France  on Thursday, November 20th , 2003 is available
under the title “Faits et speculations en cosmologie”  (Facts and
speculations in cosmology), under the shape of a part published by
Fayard.  You can order it in all bookshops and also via internet. (ISBN:
2 213 62021 0)

2. Inflation for Astronomers.  The critical analysis of the standard model
taken back and detailed in 2003/4 in College deFrance.

3. J.V. Narlikar ’s Homep age.

4. Narlikar’s Publications (1)

5. Narlikar’s Publications (2).

6. Observational Cosmology: caveats and open questions in the
standard model (Martín Lopez-Corredoira – 06/01/2006)

Source : http://pagesperso-orange.fr/lempel/jv_narlikar_uk.htm
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Most astronomers believe that the Universe is
expanding, and  that  it was created at one instant
in a hot big bang. Indeed, much of  the framework of
modern physics is built around the concept that all
the fundamental particles and  forces that we are
familiar with today came into being in the first few
secondes after  the big bang.

But what evidence do we have that the big bang ever
happened ? Infact, the  big bang hypothesis is based
on only three observations. The first is the red shift,
whereby the lines in the spectrum of a galaxy moving
away from us are shifted towards the red due to the
Doppler effect. The degree of shift depends on the
velocity of the galaxy relative to us. Edwin Hubble,
working in the  1920s, noticed that the shift increased
with the distance to the  galaxy.

Distances to relatively nearby galaxies  can be
estimated fairly accurately from the behaviour of stars
known as Cepheid variables, and from the apparent
brightness of globular clusters groups of stars that
have uniform intrinsic brightness. If all globular
clusters are equally bright, then the fainter such a
cluster seems to us, the further  away must be the
galaxy in which  that cluster resides. Hubble
extended his measurements farther into the Universe

SOME OF THE ARTICLES OF DR. J.V. NARLIKAR

What if the big bang didn’t happen ? :

Thirty years ago, two rival cosmologies, the big bang theory and
the steady st ate theory , fought for supremacy . The big bang won.

But recent observations suggest that we should  take another
look at the alternatives.

O2 March 1991
From New Scientist Print Edition.

by
Jayant Narlikar

by interpreting the faintness of whole galaxies as a
distance effect. He concluded that the red shift of a
galaxy is directly proportional to its distance - a
galaxy twice as far from us as another has twice the
red shift of the other  galaxy. This is now knows  as
Hubble’s law.

Before Hubble and made this discovery, the
theoretician Alexander Friedman had used Einstein’s
equations of general relativity to propose that the
Universe was expanding. In this mdoel, galaxies
embedded in space recede from one onother with
those furthest away moving the  fastest, not because
the galaxies move through space but because the
space between them expands. Hubble’s
observations, therefore, provided dramatic
confirmation of this surprising prediction based on
the general theory of relativity. The notiion of the big
bang is based on Friedman’s model of the Universe.
By going backwards in time, we arrive at a moment
when all the matter (and all space) was concentrated
into a single point which then exploded outwards in
a single catastrophic event.

The second observation supporting the big bang is
that the Universe appears to be bathed in a uniform
wash of microwave radiation. In the mind-1940s,
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George Gamow with his colleagues, Ralph Alpher
and Robert Herman, suggested that if the big bang
hypothesis was right, then today there should be
rediation left over from the early hot epoch (with a
temperature of 10 billionK) when the Universe was
barely a second old. This relic radiation would have
a typical black body spectrum at temperatures which
the researchers estimated in the range of 5 to 7K. in
1965, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson came across
this microwave background radiation at the slightly
lower temperature of around 3K. Again, observations
and confirmed something predicted by the theorists.
This greatly strengthened the appeal of the big  bang
model to cosmologists. In the 25 years since,
astronomers have studied this background
extensively-the most recent studies being made by
the Cosmic Background Explorer Satellite (COBE)
launched in 1989.

The final observation which supports the big bang
hypothnesis is that the amount of helium and
deuterium as well as the light elements lithium,
beryllium and boron that we see in the Universe is
exactly what theorists predict should have formed
at the high temperatures during the big bang. By
working backwards from the state  of the expanding
Universe to day, using the appropriate relativistic
equations, it is possible to work out the conditions
of pressure and density during the big bang, and
how  long they lasted. Such studies were pioneered
by Gamow in the 1940s; the definitive calculations,
by Robert Wagoner, Willy Fowler and Fred
Hoyle,were carried out in the mid-1960s. They show,
for  example, that during the big bang, just under 25
per cent of the matter initially in the form of hydrogen
should have been processed into helium-4. And,
indeed, the spectra of old stars reveal that they do
contain that amount of helium.

You might think, therefore, that it would be foolhardy
toquestion the validity of the big bang. Yet, about  a
year ago, five of us,Chip Arp from the Max Planck
Institute  for Astrophysics in Munich, Geoffrey
Burbidge from the University of Califomia at San

Diego, Fred Hoyle recently retired from the University
of Cambridge, Chandra Wickramasinghe at
University College, Cardiff and I, met in Cardiff to
review the current status of the big bang  hypothesis.
An account of our discussions and conclusion (which
we like to call the ‘Cardiff Manifesto’) was published
in the research journal Nature in August last year.

We first examined Hubble’s law, which relates red
shift to distance, and its implications for cosmology.
At small red shifts, the laws is linear, as Hubble
discovered. At larger red shifts where we are dealing
with very large distances, we must, according to
Einstein’s  theory, take account of the possible
curvature of the geometry of space and time. This
relation depends on which particular cosmological
expanding model we use. So, if we wish to verify the
validity of Hubble’s law, we need to know the  distance
of a galaxy along with its red shift.

The trouble starts right here. Thee is no unambiguous
way of estimating the distance of a galaxy. The best
we  can do is estimate it in the way Hubble did back
in the 1920s, using the inverse square law of
illumination. The fainter an object appears, the farther
away it is. This method  is realiable provided we
assume that all the objects have the same
brightness. In the 1960s’ Allan Sandage at the Mount
Wilson and Las Companas observatories found that
this can that this can be  achieved by  choosing the
brightest member of a cluster of galaxies as a
‘standard candle’. Figure 1 shows the plot of red
shift against faintness  for a sample of such ‘standard
candle’ galaxies. The Hubble relationship is fairly
tight. More recently, Sandage has shown tha the
surfae brightness of a sample of nearby galaxies
related to the red shift confirms Hubble’s law.

The discovery of  quasi-stellar objects, or quasars,
by Maarten Schmidt of the California Institute of
Technology in 1963, however,raised new questions.
Most of these strange objects have much higher red
shifts than galaxies. So, according to Huble’s
law,quasars must be very distant. They must,
therefore, emit huge  amounts of energy in order to
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be visible at such vast distances.

But does Hubble’s law apply to quasars ? Because
thee is no independent way of measureing their
distanceds, we again relay on the plot of red shift
against faintness as in Figure 2. We do not need a
statistician to tell us that this  is a  scatter diagram.
There is no linear correlation, let alone a tight
relationship between red shift and distance. it might
be that the scatter is due to a variation in the  intrinsic
power of quasars, and that the Hubble relationship
still holds.

There is a way of measuring the distance to quasars
directly, however. Some quasars appear to be
physically attached to a galaxy, perhaps by a ‘bridge’
of  stars. If a galaxy obeys Hubble’s  law, then we
would expect its companion quasar to do so  as
well. Indeed, some quasars seem to lie at the
centres of galaxies and, according to conventional
theory all quasars are the active nuclei of galaxies.
But it is very difficult to measure the red shift of the
galaxy surrounding a quasar because the
instruments are swamped by the light from the quasar
itself. It is easier to compare the two red shifts if
quasar and  galaxy lie side by side  in the sky.

Alan Stockton demonstrated this approach in 1979.
He chose a sample  of 25 nearby quasars, and looked
for galaxies that were very close to them. He then
measured the red shift of the galaxy (if found) and
called it a ‘success’ if its red shift was similar to that
of its neighbouring quasar. Stockton recorded 13
successes. The probability that the quasars and
galaxies were chance juxtapositions was less than
three parts in two million. Stockton concluded,
therefore, that the pairs of quasars and galaxies were
close neighbours.

But what about the 12 ‘failures’ that Stockton
ignored ? Here the red shifts of the quasar and galaxy
were quite different. This illustrates the weakness in
this line of approach both for and against Hubble’s
law. Over the years,several astronomers have
reported many such discrepant cases. These were

brushed aside as ‘freaks’ for some time, until
astronomers discovered a new phenomenon called
gravitational lensing which seemed to offer a plausible
explanation without disturbing the facade of Hubble’s
law. In gravitational len-sing, the gravity of a foreground
object can bend and focus rays from a background
source of light (see ‘Gravity makes a spectacle of
itself’, New Scientist, 19 march 1987). This can result
in a brightening of the Source, multiple images and
distortions, just as a curved mirror or lens can play
havoc with reality in optics. The gravitational lensing
can be on a ‘large’  scale where the  light beneding
agent is a galaxy or a cluster of galaxies or on a
‘micro’  scale where it may be a star in a  galaxy
(see ‘Stars that magnify quasars’, NewScientist, 29
Luly 1989).

Preliminary investigations in the 1980s indicated that
microlensing would account for the apparent
nearness of background (but distant) quasars to
foreground galaxies. There are significantly more
quasars seen near bright galaxies than we would
expect if they are distributed at random in the sky.
John Stocke of the University of Arizona and
colleagues  suggested in 1987 that this might be
because the images of dim quasars, far beyond the
bright galaxies, were being brightened by the
gravitational lens effect of individual stars in the
intervening galaxy. The  astronomical community felt
relieved that the framework of Hubble’s law was no
longer threatend.

Unfortunately, it is now becoming difficult to believe
that gravitational microlensing can explain why so
many quasars seem to be near galaxies. And,
recently, we have discovered many more pairs of
neighbouring galaxies and quasars were the red shifts
do not match up.

How are these pairs linked up ? The most well-known
couple are the bright galaxy NGC 4319 and the
quasar Markarian 2005. These objects have very
different red shifts, and according to Huble’s law, M
205 is more than 12 times farther away from us than
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the galaxy. In 1971, Arp reported that the two objects
were linked by a filament. Was the failament real ?
The issue remained controversial unitil 1984 when
Jack Sulentic at the University of Alabama
established that the connection was real by
sophisticated image processing techniques.

Arp has found several skeletons in the cosmological
cupboard where filaments connect bright galaxies
with smaller companions. Such links by themselves
are not always disturbing-indeed,we know of many
cases in which the companion pulls out material from
the bigger neighbour in a tidal interaction. What
makes Arp’s findings so worrying is the large
difference in the red shifts of these linked objects.
Either the links are spurious, or Hubbles law needs
a rrthink, at least in its application to quasars.

There are even more serious difficulties concerning
the cosmic microwave background. The  problem is
that it is much too smooth. Observations have shown
that matter in the Universe is in the form of galaxies
grouped into  clusters and superclusters with long
filamentary stretches and giant voids in between.
When these structures formed in the early Universe,
they should have left an imprint on the microwave
background, in the same way holiday-makers leave
behind footprints on a beach. So far, COBE, the
satellite currently investigating the microwave
background, has found no evidence for any
unevenness in the radiation. These latest
observations pose a serious problem for
cosmologists dedicated  to the big bang. Indeed, a
considerable amount of theoretical ingenuity is being
devoted towards scenarious that would leave imprints
below the observable threshold. Avoiding
confrontation with observations is scarcely the
hallmark of a good theory.

Another aspect is that in order to explain how
structure developed in the early Universe, big bang
cosmologists have  had to conclude that the stars
and galaxies we actually see are not al that make
up the Universe. They have invoked an exotic type

of matter called dark matter to provide the necessary
gravitational force that would cause matter to
coalesce into galaxies and clusters of galaxies. What
is this dark matter made of ? Theoretical particle
physics has  provided a rich menu of dark matter
candidates such as photinos, gravitinos, axions and
so on. Sofar no one has detected any of these
particles in  accelerators on Earth.

Current versions of the big bang hypothesis also
require the Universe to have undergone a transient
‘inflationary’ phase  when it was barely 10 to the
power or- 36 seconds old. Inflation, in this case,
means a rapid expansion when the scale factor grows
exponentially with time. The inflationary phase sets
the initial conditions for the subsequent development
of the Universe. In particular, it tells us that the
present age of the Universe has to be between  6.5
billion and 13 billion years. This may be compared
with the ages of the oldest stars, which are in the
range of 13 to 17 billion years, and the ages of
elements in the range 12 to 16 billion years. It seems
that the Universe is just not ‘old enough’ to
accommodate its constituents.

There is also a problem at the ‘young’ end of the
galactic age range. As we saw earlier, in discussing
dark matter, the big bang hypothesis is still grappling
with the problem of how galaxies and galaxy  clusters
formed. Most theories predict that they formed within
a relatively short period, making all galaxies roughly
of the same age between 10 and 15 billion years.
On other words, we should not be  seeing any  young
galaxies in our neighbourhood now.

The surveys by the Infra-Red Astronomy Satellite
(IRAS), however, show sevralcases of galaxies that
are ‘young’ in terms of the stars found within them.
Applying the big bang hypothesis, it is hard to
understand why galaxies should still lbe forming.
Rather, the notion of young galaxies co-existing with
older ones fits more naturally into the  framework of
the one-time rival of the big bang scenario, the steady
state theory, in which matter is continually created
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and new galaxies form all the time.

In the 1950s and 1960, there was a great debate
between the steady state and big bang theories. It
centred mainly on the concept of evolution. Is the
Universe evolving with time, following the big bang,
or  does it remain the same over cosmic times scales
in a  steady state ? We might consider using the
red shift to  decdide the issue, provided it is an
indicator of cosmological time. As  we look out farther
into the Universe, we are also looking back in time
(because of the time light takes to travel), so the red
shift of an object not only measurs its velocity and
distance but also its age. The red shifts of the  quasar
population do appear to show evidence of evolution.
But if the red shift of a quasar is not entirely due to
the expansion of the Universe, it cannot be used as
the basis for asserting evolution. So it is significant
that recent analysis by Patrick Das Gupta, of the
Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and
Astrophysics at Pune, shows the  ‘no evolution’
hypothesis  (the steady state theory) to be consistent
with the results obtained from counting bright radio
galaxies. Das Gupta has shown that the number of
bright radio galaxies detected in any dhosen volume
of space is constant, whether the sample is taken
nearby or far away. Because light (or radio waves)
take a finite time to cross space, this means that
the density of bright radio galaxies was the same
long ago as it is now-in other words, the Universe is
not evolving.

Given these problems, it is not a sound strategy to
put all our cosmic eggs in one big-bang basket.
Rather, we should explore other possibilities. Thirty
years ago, there was a more open debate on
alternatie theories, which made valuable contributions
to our understanding of cosmology. For a healthy
growth of the subject, the big bang hypothesis needs
competition from other ideas. Let us consider some
alternatives.

First, the cosmic background :  could this be of
more recent astrophysical origin ? The answer is
‘yes’. What it requires is a population of particles

that absorb microwaves but are nearly transparent
to optical as well as radio waves. These particles,
distributed through intergalactic space,serve to
absorb and redistribute any radiation as a microwave
background. Infact, back in 1968 Hoyle,
Wickramasinghe and VC Reddish had shown that if
all observed helium were produced in thermonuclear
processes in stars, then the resulting starlight would,
after being absorbed and reemitted by intergalactic
particles, generate a microwave background at the
observed  temperature. The main difficulty was to
identify a suitable particle.

Alte rnatives to the big bang :

Recent work on cosmic grains-small particles of iron,
carbon and the like found in interstellar space has
turned up a promising candidate : an iron whisker
about 1 millimetre long and 1 micrometre wide.
Laboratory experiments show that slowly cooled
metallic vapours do condense into such whiskers.
Because metals are expected to be ejected in
supernova explosions, such whiskers could very well
form in the expanding envelopes of supernovae.
Significantly, the spectrum of the Crab nebula Pulsar
(which is the relic of a supernova) shows a dip in the
range of wavelengths from 30 micrometres to 10
centimetres, which are just the wavelengths where
we would expect iron whiskers to absorb radiation.
Once produced in supernovae in galaxies, these
whiskers would (in a reasonably short time compared
with cosmological time scales of 10 billion years)
Ultimately be pushed out into the intergalactic space
by radiation pressure. Calculations show that such
particles could very efficiently wipe out any
underlying unevenness in radiation from stars and
galaxies.

In short, the microwave background would have been
generated after the stars and galaxies had  formed
instead of before, with the  whiskers playing the role
of a  tide washing away the footprints on the beach.

What explains the anomalous red shifts of quasars?
One solution uses a theory of gravity that Hoyle and
I developed. This theory depends on Mach’s
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principle, whereby the inertia of matter arises from
its interaction with other matter in the Universe, and
may increase with the age of matter.

Accordingto this idea, any particle just created starts
with zero inertial mass. It picks up mass as it grows
older by interacting with more and more  particles in
the Universe. Because the effect is universal, a
hydrogen atom of young matter will have a smaller
inertial mass and so its spectral lines will have longer
wavelengths. Therefore, its lines will be shifted to
the red compared with those of an  old hydrogen
atom measured in the laboratory.

This approach would explain why some quasars have
much larger red shifts than their galactic partners.
The quasar could have been ejected from an older
galaxy in a process of  ‘minicreation’. As the quasar
grows old, the discrepancy in red shift gradually
diminishes.

On a larger scale, clusters and superclusters of
galaxies form through ‘local’ creation events, which
may be likened to ‘white holes’ or ‘mini bangs’. Thus,
we might have as many as about a 1000 creation
events happening at different epochs. Judging by the
ages of the oldest stars in our Milky Way galaxy, it
was created in a very early epoch.

This scenario forms a bridge between the big bang
and the steady state hypotheses, incorporating the
explosive creation of the former with the continuity
of creation events from the latter. It has the advantage
of a natural link between the local explosions
observed in quasars, galaxies where stars are actively

forming, and cosmology.

Perhaps the strongest point in favour of this alternative

is that it brings cosmology within the scope of  the

physics and astrophysics of the Universe as it is
today. By contrast, the big bang hypothesis

relegates most observable features of the Universe

such as the cosmic  background and formation of

galaxies  to the remote past, to a transient era when

the physical state of the Universe was supposed  to

be vastly different from what we can now test in the
laboratory. The big bang hypothesis relies upon

esoteric forms of matter not found in the laboratory

to explain how the Universe got to be the way it is.

What is most disturbing is that the scenarios

proposed are supposed to have happened only once,

not being repeatable as required by the norms of
science.

Our alternative cosmological scenario does not claim

to be the last word but it deserves further critical
appraisal as an alternative to the big bang.

Source : New Scientist, Issue 1758, 2.3.1991 Page 48.

Jayant Nirlikar  is director of the Inter-University
Centre  for Astronomy and Astrophysics in Pune,

India.

Further reading :

The extragalactic Universe : an alternative view’,

Nature, 30 August 1990, p 807.
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Introduction
At a time when purely commercial attitude prevails
in education, it has become necessary to state the
obvious: that pure science, motivated as it is by the
thirst for knowledge, forms the foundation of the
superstructure of science and technology that has
become the mainstay of our present civilization. But
ever more than that it needs to be emphasized that
pure science today is a natural extension of the age

Scientific  Research : What it Means to Me

by

Jayant V Narlikar
Founder Director , Inter-University Centre forAstronomy and Astrophysics (IUCAA)

1989-2003, Pune; President, Cosmology Commission of the International Astronomical
Union, 1994-97. Astrophysicist and Science Populariser , India

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS :
Jayant V Nirlikar

Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics,
Post Bag  4, Ganeshkhind, Pune - 41 1 007, India

old and continuing  efforts of intellectuals to
understand the  mysteries of nature. The ancient
sages searching for enlightenment went through
extended periods of agony, which only made the
attainment of goal a matter of great ecstasy. To me
scientific  research means participation in an
intellectually  challenging exercise which  involves
its moments of agony and ecstasy.

ABSTRACT :
This article gives a personal perception of the author, of what scientific research means, Citing examples
from the lives of all time greats like Newton, Kelvin and Maxwell he stresses the agonies of thinking up
new ideas, the urge for creativity and the pleasure one derives from the process when it is completed.
He then narrates instances from his own life that proved inspirational towards his research career. In his
early studenthood, his parents and maternal uncle had widened his intellectual horizons while in later
life his interaction with Fred Hoyle made him take up research challenges away from the beaten path.
He concludes that taking up an anti-Establishment stand in research can create many logistical
difficulties, but the  rewards of success are all the more pleasing.

FULL TEXT
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Many scientists have experienced similar moments
in their search for truth. Agony that you go through
when you are searching for the elusive solution to a
problem - a  solution that,  you feel in your bones,
must exist. Ecstasy that you experience when you
find it.

Indeed, history of science is full of inspiring names
of scientists who have gone through such cycles of
agony and ecstasy. It may be worth going through a
few such examples. When I made my selection for
recounting them here I discovered that inadvertently,
all of them belong to my alma mater, the University
of Cambridge ! I may not be exaggerating when I
say that it is hard to think of any other institution
with such a  long tradition of scientific discoveries.

Isaac Newton
Now more than  350 years have passed since the
birth of Isaac Newton. The science we enjoy today
rests on the pioneering work of Newton done at a
time when there was hardly any basic infrastructure.
How did he function as a scientist ?

Newton was a rare combination of genius, hard work
and whimsicality. It is often stated in scientific folklore
that he thought of the inverse square  law of
gravitation when a falling apple hit him on the head,
as he was  relaxing in his home garden. This may
suggest that only because of the serendipitous fall
of the apple Newton thought of gravitation and  this
may also imply a  “eureka” type discovery. Nothing
can be more unfair to Newton’s abilities, to the work
of his predecessors like Kepler and Galileo and to
the history of astronomy. It would be hard, if not
impossible,even for the most sophisticated
instruments of today, to deduce the inverse square
law by accurately measuring the acceleration of a
falling apple. The inverse square  law was deduced
not from the fall of an apple but by attempts to
understand the motions of planets  and the moon.
Newton had kepler’s laws to explain. He invented a
new branch of mathematics to calculate planetary
trajectories - a branch now known as calculus.

The Nobel Laureate astrophysicist Professor S.
Chandrasekhar, has remarked kthat he had solved
the  propositions in newton’s principia and found, on
almost every occasion, that Newton’s original
solutions three centuries earlier were more elegant
than his own modern attempts ! But the final product
Principia does not reveal the painstaking efforts that
went into it. Newton’s biographies have given us
glimpses into the agonies of scientific discovery that
he must have gone through.

The following accounts illustrate how his
contemporaries saw Newton :

As when he has been in the hall at dinner he has
quite neglected to help himself and the cloth has
been taken away before he has eaten anything. That
sometimes when  on surplice days, he would go
toward S. Mary’s church, instead of college chapel
or perhaps has gone in his surplice to dinner in the
hall. That when  he had  friends to entertain at his
chamber, if he stepped in to his study for a bottle of
wine and a thought came into his head, he would sit
down to paper and forget his friends.

P. Stukeley
[From Never at Rest by Richard Westfall, Cambridge
1980, p. 191]

He always kept close to his studies, very rarely went
a visiting and had a few visitors,excepting two or
three Persons, Mr. Ellis of Keys, Mr. Lougham [called
Laughton in his other letter] of Trinity and Mr. Vigani,
a  Chemist in whose company he took much Delight
and Pleasure at an Evening, when he came to wait
upon him. I never knew him take any Recreation or
Pastime, either in Riding  out to take Air, Walking,
Bowling or any other Exercise whatever, Thinking all
hours lost, yet  was not spent in his studies, to  which
he kept so close, yet he seldom left his Chamber,
unless at Term Time, when he read in schools, as
being  Lucasianus Professor ... He very  rarely went
to Dine in Hall unless upon some Public Days and
then, if he has not been  minded, would go very
carelessly, with Shooes down at Heels, Stockings
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unty’d, surplice on and his head scarcely comb’d.

Humphrey Newon
[From Never at Rest by Richard Westfall, Cambridge
1980, p. 191-192]

This is my first example, Let me now jump across
two centuries to look at two other great scientists.

Kelvin and Maxwell
In his early life Lord Kelvin was known by his family
name Thomson. This story refers to Thomson and
another young man Parkinson when both were
competing for the top rank in their Cambride Tripos
examination. In the end Parkinson topped the list
and Thomson was ranked second, with the rest of
the  pack far behind.

There was one particularly difficult question, which
only the two had  answered correctly. What struck
the examiner most was the similarity of their
answers, so much so that he suspected malpractice.
Did one boy  copy the other’s answer ? He called
Parkinson for an interview.

‘Tell me, how did you manage to solve such a difficult
question ?” he asked Parkinson.

“Sir, I occasionally read research journals. I came
across a paper wherein the  (anonymous) author
had solved this problem.” He gave the reference to
the paper.

The  examiner who himself had  taken the problem
from that very same paper was impressed. He
complimented the boy for venturing out of the
teaching syllabus and reading new  articles.
Dismissing him with a pat on the back he called
Thomson and asked him somewhat aggressively: “I
would like to know how you solved this problem.
Parkinson who solved  it saw the solution in a
research paper. Don’t  tell me that you  also saw it
there.”

“No, Sir !” replied the future Lord Kelvin. “I wrote that
paper.”

And that about sums up the intellectual calibre of
Thomson, a.k.a. Kelvin.

James Clerk Maxwell was  another aspirant for the
top rank in his batch. Indeed so confident was he
that he did not bother to attend the Result Declaration
ceremony at the Senate House. Instead he sent his
valet with the instruction, “Find out who is second.”
For, he was curious to know who  amongst his rivals
would be second.

The valet came back in due course. “Well ! who was
second ?” asked Maxwell.

“You, Sir !” said the valet !

Maybe, Maxwell was disappointed at not making it
to the top  of the exams as, probably was Thomson.
But both made it to the top of scientific research
through outstanding contributions to electricity,
magnetism, thermodynamics, etc. In a  scientific
career what, in the last analysis, matters most is
originality. So not all is lost if one failed to secure
the top rank in one’s examination ! I can name many
persons who topped the merit list by sheer hard work
and rote learning but failed to make the grade in
scientific research.

After all, do we know what Parkinson did in later
life? What did the student who surpassed maxwell
in the exams achieve later in his life ? We do not
know !

Brian Josephson
Coming to the present times, I will now tell the story
of a genius who was a fellow student with me at
Cambridge, Brain Josephson.

We all came to know of Josephson when his name
began to appear in the list put out by the
mathematician Besicovitch. The list was of those
students who solved the problems announced from
time to time on the Faculty Notice Board by
Besicovitch. So we thought that Josephson would
become a pure mathematician.
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However, in his final year as an undergraduate, he
wrote a research paper pointing out a serious error
in an experiment claiming to have proved a prediction
of Einstein’s general theory of relativity.

As a result of Josephson’s paper, the experiment
had to be repeated with greater controls to make
the claim stick. But that was in physics - at the
beginning of Josephson’s transition froma
mathematician to a  physicist. And today all
physicists working in low temperature physics know
of him for his discovery of the  so-called ‘Josephson
Junctions’ - the discovery that brought him a Nobel
Prize.

These  examples describe, in a better way than I
could have, what scientific research means to me. I
now illustrate my views through personal episodes.

Seeding
One of my early childhood memories goes back to
when was in Std III. Our class teacher asked all the
students : What does your father do ? As the school
was in the campus of Banaras Hindu University
(B.H.U.), most of us were children of  university staff
members. recall replying that my father was a
professor. “Professor of what ?”  the teacher asked.
I did not know. So the teacher  told me : “Your father
is a professor of mathematics”. My feeling of
inadequacy at not knowing the full answer was
instantly replaced by one of  elation. I was pleased
that my father taught the same subject that I liked
best.

I narrate this incident to underscore the fact that my
early liking for mathematics was not dictated by my
father or by others telling me that I should grow up
to be a mathematician just like my father. I know of
cases where children are consciously or
unconsciously pressurised to emulate the
achievements of their parents. It was by observing
my father at work that I become enamoured of the
life of a researcher. I saw him sitting on the floor with
papers spread all around him, trying out long
mathematical sums that I knew nothing about.

Unlike the sums I did at school, which were short
but had definite answer, in his case, as I gathered
from my naove questions, there  was no known
answer and he was trying to find what the answer
should be.

That I liked  maths and science was noticed by my
father, who made me acquainted with the recreational
aspects of mathematics, with its wealth of
anecdotes,  puzzles and paradoxes. He did this
either directly or by giving me books of this nature.
He also encouraged my brother and me to do
experiments. Our house in the B.H.U. campus was
spacious enough for him to provide a chemistry lab
for my brother and myself to play with.

In those days it was customary for visiting faculty
from other universities to stay with their local host
and so we had mathematicians like N.R. Sen, Ram
Behari, A.C. Banerjee or Vaidyanathaswamy staying
with us on such visits. Even if I did not understand
what they were talking about, the overall ambience
did help in creating an aura about mathematics.

I had a taste of creative thinking myself in standard
X. I had managed to find a shorter proof of the famous
Pythagoras theorem about the right-angled triangle.
It was certainly time saving and I presented it in the
terminal examination that year. My teacher gave me
full marks. While pating my back, he also gave me
a friendly advice : Do not give this proof in the Board
examination if the question appears there. For, the
examiner may be in a hurry to deal with the large
number of scripts he has to evaluate and not  seeing
the familiar figure, he would give a  zero, without
bothering to read the proof. I was a little disappointed
: but this message also contained a warning that
being original or nonconformist in research  can bring
its own  difficulties. I will return to this idea later.

Growing
However, a crucial development, which helped foster
a competitive spirit in me, took place when was in
the VIII standard. My maternal uncle Moreshwar
Huzurbazar or Morumama as I used to address him,
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came to live with us in order to study for a M.Sc. in
mathematics at the B.H.U. He was a brilliant
schoolar, having  done very well at the B.Sc. exam
of Bombay University. [Later in his life he was a
profesor and then  director of the Institute of Science,
Bombay.]

Morumama  discovered that I enjoyed  doing
mathematics. He also noticed that my father had
two  blackboards built into the walls for my brother
and myself to write or draw as we wished. he found
a new use for one of the boards. Once in a while he
would write a mathematical problem or puzzle, under
the title “Challenge Problem for JVN”. The problem
would remain on the board till either I solved it or
gave in and asked for the answer  (which, I am glad
to say, happened rather rarely).

Morumama’s problems were certainly outside my
school syllabus: they called for analytical reasoning
and   ‘ trick solutions’, which would light up for me
some hidden aspect of mathematics. My lasting
regret has been that no record has been kept of those
problems. But so far as I was concerned, I developed
an attitude of taking on the challenge posed by a
difficult question.

I should mention too that some teachers I
encountered at  school were also inspiring.
Occasionally I would  take Morumama’s problems
to school. Mr Pande, my maths teacher, would have
time for discussing it, even though he himself could
not solve it. How many teachers, overburdened as
they are with a large student population and an
overstuffed syllabus, can today find  time for such
excursions into the by ways of  mathematics ? I
recall Pandeji taking up a whole period discussing
the proof of the so-called difficult converse : “If the
angle bisectors of the base angles of a triangle are
equal, then the  triangle is isosceles”.

Perhaps I should mention that books like  ‘Men of
Mathematics’, The World of Mathematics’, ‘Living
Biographies of Great Scientists’, etc, played a key
role in bringing to my impressionable mind the
excitement and frustrations of creative geniuses.

Science is not a drab subject to be memorized, but
an arena of adventures. it was revealing to know about
the pride and prejudices of great scientists and to
learn that they too occasionally made mistakes. But
science has a self - correcting mode that leads
ultimately to the right answer. This was one motivating
influence in my opting for a career in science.

Dicision Making
I have stressed my liking for mathematics, but I
should add that I liked physics too. Here, however,
my school syllabus was not very exciting and, apart
from an occasional puzzle, I did not get to share the
excitement of learning and experiencing how nature’s
laws work. Thus physics was my second favourite
and  close on its heels came Sanskrit.

So far as my liking for Sanskrit goes, I owe a lot to
my late mother and to Morumama. My mother
inducted me into Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti :
identifying the power and beauty of the language,
which one can appreciate only through the works of
literary geniuses like these. And Morumama
inducted me into the literary gymnastics and puzzles
that this language seems uniquely fit to describe. I
wish our university system were flexible enough to
allow a science student to do a course in Sanskrit
too. But alas, no ! After my matriculation I had to
make the choice : and I could have Sanskrit only if I
opted for  arts, giving up science.

But the point of decision-making came at the end of
the intermediate science examination, the stage now
identified with the higher secondary or standard XII.
The B.H.U. had an engineering college with a national
reputation (now part of the institute of Technology).
It was difficult toget into and much sought after. I
was expected to do well at the I.Sc. Examination
and one of the options before me was to go for the
engineering degree.

I  recall visiting the B.H.U. Engineering College at
the time of the annual exhibition put up by students
for the general public. In  fact I used to visit the
exhibition every year and enjoy the  clever way
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machines were used to do work in the models
displayed. On this particular occasion, some college
faculty members greeted me and said that they
hoped to see me as a student there next year.

However, for me the decision was already made. I
had  developed sufficient attachment to mathematical
sciences so that the  alternative of opting  for
engineering did  not even  enter my mind. The thrill
of solving problems whose solutions one did not know
must be even greater,  I felt, than solving
Morumama’s problems whose solutions were known,
at least  to him. Such were the problems I had seen
my father spend hours working on, with pages of
long calculations covering the floor   around him.

Indeed my  future projections at this stage took me
to  the Mathematical Tripos at Cambridge, where I
felt, one’s mettle is reallyested, I had decided to try
for it after completing my B.Sc. at the B.H.U. My
father, who had had  a very successful career at
Cambridge,was all for it.

When, before going to Cambridge, I called on Mr
R.P. Paranjpye, Senior Wrangler at Cambridge of
the 1899 vintage, he asked me : “After doing the
Mathematical Tripos, will you go  for the IAS ?” He
was voicing a view  common in those days, that a
Cambridge degree was a good stepping -stone for
the Indian Administrative  Service. When the great
RPP distingushed himself at Cambridge he was
expected to join the Indian Civil Service. But  he
opted for a teaching career.

My answer to Mr Paranjpye was likewise quite
definitive : “No Sir, I wish to enter a career of teaching
and research”.

Trials and T ribulations of Non-Conformism.

After my Cambridge Tripos I enrolled as a research
student of the  celebrated astrophysicist Fred Hoyle.
In my first briefing session with him, he suggested
several problems in astrophysics and cosmology,
one of which I could  take up for my Ph.D.  I found
that his own theory, the steady state theory, was

missing from his list. I asked him, whether I could
work on that theory. he replied that the theory was
controversial  and  as he did not believe in involving a
new research student in a controversial topic, he
had not included it in his list.

As it happened, with 7-8 months I was  willy-nilly
drawn into a controversy as the Cambridge radio
astronomers, under the leadership of Martin Ryle,
came up with results that claimed to have disproved
the  steady state theory. Hoyle was called upon to
react to the claim and, in his rejoinder, he wanted to
demonstrate that the steady state theory was in fact
consistent with the Cambridge data, given all the
realistic uncertainties of observations. In late January
Hoyle asked me to work with him on a mathematical
model that would back his hunch. Time was short
as Ryle was due to present his results to the Royal
Astronomical Society in early February, within two
weeks or so. I recall working out a model that fitted
the data as well as being consistent with the steady
state theory.

However, now came the crunch ! On the  day of the
meeting, Hoyle had another unavoidable commitment
and so he asked me to present the results. I was
nervous at first at the prospect of facing a seasoned
adversary like Ryle in a  debate. However, Hoyle
said that  if  I was convinced our work was correct, I
could  argue for it against any  adversary. So I did,
on that second Friday of February 1961. I could carry
my side of  the argument well and several neutral
people in the audience came to tell me that they
could understand  and appreciate my reasoning.

From that day  onwards I found a new confidence in
research. Even if its findings are against  the beliefs
of the majority, if one’s  research is consistent with
facts and has been correctly worked out, then it can
and  should, be  defended with confidence.

I have carried  that message with me throughout my
4-5 decades of research. I have often worked on
unconventional ideas. One realizes that one is batting
on an uneven pitch against many hostile factors.
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There are many frustrations, like unkind remarks of
a referee examining your paper, the reluctance of
conference organizers to allow time  for expressions
of anti-Establishment  views etc.By one’s
identification as a maverick one may occasionally
miss  an honour or an award. One may not be  elected
Fellow of a Learned Society. But the excitement of
saying something new ultimately carries the day.
As fred Hyle used to say : “If the conventional path
were correct, then with so many bright brains working
on it they would have reached  success by now. The
fact that this has not happened, lends hope to those
who dare deviate  from the path chosen by the
Establishment”.

Moments of Creativity
So this is what  scientific research means to me :
the fun and excitement of walking on uncharted
territory and finding golden nuggets in unexpected
places, because one dared deviate from the
recommended path.

Perhaps I may mention one of those moments when
you suddenly find what you have been looking for
and having found it, you are both happy at the
discovery and a little chagrined that you did not think
of it before. I was looking  for a  way to describe  how
physical interaction between two distant particles
can be described in a space-time structure that does
not obey Euclid’s  simple geometry. I had spent
several weeks trying out different approaches until
one day I came across a paper by two US scientists
DeWitt and Brehme who had looked at a different
question and had used a new technique to solve it. I
could immediately see that this technique was what
I was looking for, if  adapted to my requirements.
From then on, everything fell into its place and felt
that the  road to success was suddenly opened.
This was a “Eureka” moment for me.

Working  with Fred Hoyle was itself a revelation. He
had intuition in plenty and it was uninhibited because
he never felt constrained by ‘standard’ ideas. Which
is why he could spot a solution that had eluded

others. For a long time scientists were  trying to see
how nuclear fusion in stars could progress beyond
the nucleus of helium. If you try to synthesize a bigger
nucleus by combining hydrogen with helium or by
bringing two helium nuclei together, you discover that
the resulting nucleus is unstable and it breaks back.
People  had  thought of combining three helium nuclei
to make carbon, that is a stable nucleus. But that
was a very rare event : bringing three helium nuclei
together was a difficult thing to  achieve by random
encounter. Hoyle had a brainwave. If the  event is
rare,  one needs a reaction to go fast to compensate
the rarity-effect. And the reaction would run fast if it
had resonance; that is, if the energy of the
participating helium nuclei exactly matched the
energy of carbon formed. Hoyle estimated that this
would happen if the carbon  nucleus were in an
excited state. So he asked nuclear physicists at
Caltech to check if an excited state of carbon with
that energy did exist. At first they did not believe
him, but at his persistence went ahead and  did find
such an excited state. Why was Hoyle so
persistent? Because his intuition told him that with
so much carbon in the universe, there had  got  to
be some way of making it and the stars provided the
only setting !

What leads to greater creativity ? Is it to do with
personal lifestyle ? Does a tranquil lifestyle help ?
Or should one be alwways working under stress ?
My own experience has been for the former. A

relaxed environment, where one can think

withoutxternal issues to bother one, is the ideal

scenario. However, it is not sufficient ! Unless one

has ideas to think about, one  cannot hope to be

creative and to be creative one must be totally

immersed in the subject.

Take Home Message

For doing good research, one must genuinely like

the subject one is working on. Indeed a professional
research worker  should be able to say that he is
fortunate in having his hobby for his profession.
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Questions that This Paper Raises
Give an example from your own field of interest to
illustrate the difference between a research problem
and an examination problem. Look up from the web
the story of the brachistochrone problem. Have you
even been driven to work on a problem like Newton
was in this case ? It is said that Newton thought of

the inverse square law of gravitation when an apple
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from a tree fell upon him. To what extent could this

legend be true ? Suppose you have to colour a map

on the globe in which different countries sharing a

common border are painted  in different colours. What

is the least number of colours needed  for this

exercise ? After trying to solve this problem, look up

the history of the  “Four colour Problem” on the

website.
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Bhutas
Some Reflections on Modern Scientific Concepts and

Traditional Indian Thought s.

by
Jayant V Narlikar

Scales of Structure

A few years ago Professor Phillip Morrison had made
a beautiful but short film entitled ‘Powers of Ten’. It
started with a scene very common in the Western
world, that of a couple picnicking in a city park. Then
the  camera zooms out showing the larger scale of
the park, then zooms farther to show the city, then
the  state and so on. Each scene is followed by
another with  ten times larger scale. How far does
this go on ?

Taking 1 metre as the scale we measure our local
distances in (- the picnicking couple occupied an
area of  a few square metres), the tenfold increases
in length go on till about 1026 metres - that is, about
a hundred  million million million million metres ! A
few significant steps enroute to this gigantic scale
are given in Table I below.

The largest scale in Table I is that of the large scale
structure of the universe as we perceive it today.
Our present cosmological theories tend to suggest
that this is absolutely the largest scale we shall ever
encounter. But the film does not end there ! The
second part of the film shows us how things look at
small scale. By zooming in the camera takes us to

scales smaller than 1 metre from the picnickers to
their palms

Table 1 : Large structures
Linear Scale (Metres) Structure
1 human being
107 The Earh
109 The Sun
1021 The Galaxy
1023 Clusters of Galaxies
1026 The observable universe
and then inside the palms to human cells, molecules,
atoms etc. Table II  shows some important structures
on these samll scales. The limiting (smallest
conceivable) scale in Table II  is that of quantum
gravity - representing a thousand - million-million-
million-million-million-million-millionth part of a metre!

Table II : Small S tructures
Linear Scale (Metres) Structure
1 Man
10-5 Cell
10-10 Atom
10-15 Nucleus
10-29 Scales probed by

present accelerators
10-45 Quantum Gravity

Against the  background of some elementary knowledge about the many different streams of ancient
thoughts, I have ventured to ask some questions vis-a-vis scientific ideas of modern times where I do
know  a little, perhaps just enough to gauge the extent of my ignorance. About our  ancient traditions I
do not even know the extent of my ignorance ! So I had better begin with the moden scientific end. What
does science say about the nature of matter on different physical scales ?
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Below this small scale scientists can no longer trust
the macroscopically familiar notions of space and
time. Our laboratory experiments using the biggest
man made accelerators of particles, take us down
to length scales 1016 (ten thousand million million)
time this limit. To probe structures at still smaller
scales demands accelerators far more complex and
costly than can be built today. So the human
technology is lagging behind what human mind can
conceive, by this large factor.

The main conclusion from the film is to tell us how
matter exhibits structure on vastly different scales.
Why does it exhibit structure ? Is there any end to it
? There are questions and puzzles. One puzzle
relates to the large scale structure : is it fractal in
nature ? As an example of fracals, consider the map
of a country’s coastline. It shows zig-zag paterns. If
we use finer scale to examine a smaller section in
greater detail, we will still see the zig-zag pattern.
The pattern keeps repeating at finer and finer levels,
Likewise, analysis of large scale structure in the
universe reveals a grouping at different length scales.
Thus stars cluster in galaxies,galaxies in groups,
groups in clusters and clusters in superclusters.
There are claims that this tendency is of modern
cosmology.

An allied puzzle facing cosmologists today is to
understand why matter happens to be distributed in
such a  hierarchical and inhomogeneous way while
radiation is so smooth. Here I refer to the radiation
in microwaves pending the  universe. This radiation
is supposed to be the relic of the primordial creation
event, the big bang which also produced matter. Why,
if both matter and radiation were of primordial origin,
did matter  distribute  itself in this clustered way
while radiation remained   extremely homogeneous?

A different kind of conceptual difficulty comes at the
microscopic (subatomic) level. This arises from the
quantum uncertainty principle. Its consequence is
as follows. As we think of structures on smaller and
smaller length scales, the masses of these
structures keep on increasing in inverse proportion !

Thus the smaller the system the larger the mass
and energy it has. To reconcile this idea with our
microscopic notion that mass of the whole is greater
than mass of parts is indeed dificult. For example,
three quarks make up a  proton. Yet the mas of
each quark is  far more than that of the proton. Of
course, the  notion can be rationalized but this
rationalization becomes more and more difficult as
we probe  deeper in our search for the  ‘ultimate’
building block of matter.

Atte mpts at Unification

Scientists do not know the answers to puzzles like
these which may call for radical rethinking. Indeed,
howsoever objective they may call themselves, the
practitioners of science tend to be reluctant to face
new evidence that forces them to revise their ideas.
Thus  many of the puzzles are simply wished away.
But science has a self  correcting tendency that
ultimately helps identify the correct path.

Sheldon Glashow, the Nobel Prize winning physicist
likes to illustrate the cosmic puzzle with the figure
of a  snake swallowing its tail. The concept is of
Indian origin, of Shesha Naga who is also portrayed
in the tail swallowing pose. Glashow’s snake has
its tail pointing towards structure at the smallest
scale (quantum gravity). As we progress towards
the head we pass through structures on the larger
and larger scales, with the head corresponding to
the cosmological scale of 1026 metres. Thus we
transverse 71 orders of  magnitude from tail to head.
Yet the bringing of the two ends symbolizes the link
without which the picture remains incomplete. The
snake is fully understood only if the two ends meet.
In other words, the largest scale structures cannot
be understood without reference to smallest scale
ones and vice versa.

Considerable brainstorming is going on between
cosmologists and particle theorists about this link.
Many believe that the clue may come from the
unification of all known physical forces in a single
picture. There are four basic interactions that need
to be united this way : the electromagnetic, the
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strong, the weak and the gravitational interactions.
Whether this holygrail of unification will ever be
attained reamins to be seen.Some physicists think
that the end will be attained very soon.

I hold a pessimistic view that we will never discover
the ultimate truth, although we may make progress
in the  right direction. Thus I disagree with those
optimists who are confident that the  ‘end’ of physics
is at hand. And so, I do not think that attempts to
demonstrate similarities between ancient traditional
beliefs and the statements of modern science about
nature are worthwhile. For the former are now frozen
while the latter are  evolving. To argue that the
ancients knew about facts of nature that the scientists
know today does not take account of the above
situation.

Ancient T raditions

To what level had the ancient understanding about
nature progressed ? Did our ancestors of the Puranik
times have high technology ? Examples of  weapons
used - the various saktis and astras of the
Mahabharata War - are cited to demonstrate  that
they did have advanced  weaponry. However, advance
technology has other effects on social structure.
Questions arise. Why was a war with remote control
missiles fought  with chariots, elephants and infantry
in a battlefield ? And in descriptions of normal life of
those days, why don’t we find references to such
amenities as tap water and household electricity ?

A proper claim for advanced technology in the past
must be backed by a technical description involving
quantitative statements. If there  were aircrafts, do
we have specifications of a working model ? I
searched through the Brihad-vimana -sastra without
finding such details. It is of course possible to argue
that such descriptions existed but were lost. But
then a sceptic justifiably remains unconvinced. In
this connection, I think Pushpa Bhargava and
Chandana Chakrabarty have done, within their
admittedly limited framework, a commendable
exercise in sifting through the statements in life
sciences and medicine. If they have drawn  negative

conclusions in some respects, specific counter-
examples need to be produced to shoot them down.
I hope their conclusions would generate fresh activity
on this front and I am sure that they themselves
would welcome any new evidence they might have
missed.

I now make comments on another topic that had
generated considerable argument during the seminar.

The  question I wish to ask first is, how did the
traditional knowlede that we see today in holistic
form evolve with time ? Science as we know it today
has evolved through several processes, sometimes
continuously while on ocassions through sudden
jumps. Either way, the  science of today is vastly
different from that in Newton’s time, which in turn
was vastly different from that in Aristotle’s time .
Can we likewise see a thread of  evolution running
through the  gems of our traditional knowledge ?

This question leads to another. How far was our
knowledge based on direct observations and
experimentation ? If these processes  (common in
modern science)  did  operate, did they lead to the
modification or even abandonment of any existing
line of reasoning ?  In this connection I may mention
that at the time of Galileo, European scholars were
in the habit of settling issues by philosophical
debates rather than experimental demonstration.
Galileo began the then new method of showing a
particular claim to be wrong by explicit experimental
proof. It was this new approach that heralded the
new scientific era in Europe.

This brings me to the last but not the least of my
questions about our  scholastic history.

Why did you  ancient scholastic tradition apparently
come to a halt a few centuries ago, to be revived
only  with the  advent of the british Raj ? Why the
astronomical tradition from Aryabhata to Bhaskara
II did not continue beyond the  twelfth century ? For,
during those seven centuries (500-1200  a.d.) India
certainly  compared favourably with Europe in
astronomical know-how.
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The question can be debated at length. I find one
particular instance indicative of the state of affairs. I
refer to the debate between Mandan Mishra and
Shankaracharya. The story goes that when Shankara
was searching for Mandan Mishra’s he came across
some women washing  clothes. When he asked for
directions to the  house he was told :

jagaddhruvam syajjagadadhruvam syatkirangana
yatra giram giranti,

dwarasthanidantarasannirudha  janihi

tanmandanamishrasadmah.

“Is the world permanet  or non-permenent ?
Where you find the female parrots in cages at
the front door discussing this question, that you

may know to be the house of Mandan Mishra.”

I  was very impressed when I first saw this shloka.
Did  it not indicate the scholarly atmosphee at the
house of Mandan Mishra ? And if even the parrots
had picked up so much  wisdom how wise  must
Mandan Mishra himself be ? And didn’t the debate
sound so similar to the modern cosmological
controversy of ‘steady state’ vs ‘big-bang’ ?

But  a careful examination brings out another aspect
which is not so complimentary ! Parrots pick up
words  and memorise them without understanding
their meaning. They memorise them only when they
hear the words recited repeatedly. That implies the
practice of rote-learning. Were the students of
mandan Mishra simply memorising the  argument
as it was passed on to them by their Guru ? As
Narayan Rana told us in his  talk, whatever the
teacher told the students was uncritically accepted
and memorised by them.

Even in Galileo’s time in Europe, Aristotle’s ides were
simply propagated through this uncritical process.
When Galileo stepped in, he demonstrated by actual
experiments why those ideas wer wrong -
experiments  no one had bothered to perform since
verbal arguments were considered sufficient.

[There is a similar sequel to the Shankara episode,
When mandan Mishra lost, his wife took up the debate
on his behalf. Her questions demanded knowledge
of sexual behaviour, which as a bachelorShankara
could not answer. So he asked for time, ‘entered’
the  body of a married man to learn about the  details.
Whatever be the truth of the matter, here we see an
example where experiment was called for to
supplement  knowledge !]

Thus rote learning and an unquestioning attitude may
have been one of the contributory  factors to the
decline of science in India during 1200-1900  a.d.

I make  these comments with all humility. I may
also point out  that conformity with the traditional
dogma has  always impeded the march of science.
Even today most of the western science is threatened
with this  danger. For scientific research today calls
for lots of financial support which is forthcoming only
if peer-review is favorable. This guarantees
conformism and makes it all the more difficult for
new ideas to come in.

Conclusion

I began by discussing the manifestation of Bhutas -
matter - on different scales. It took me on the  one
hand to larger and larger scales of interest to
astronomers  and cosmologists and on the other
hand to  smaller and smaller scales  of interest to
the particle physicist. There is the tantalizing
possibility of linking the smallest structure with the
largest one. How ? We do not know yet ? Perhaps
we never will : for the quest of science is an unending
one. And then I turned towards ancient knowledge :
for our forefathers too had asked  similar questions.

Here I have  perhaps digressed too far from the
subject of Bhutas and raised several questions about
the  nature and scope of ancient traditions. I would
nevertheless be unfair to my self if I did not air these
questions. One method of trying to understand these
issues is by having interdisciplinary dialogue.

q
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No Fizz & Spark - Decline in Science Education

In his article in the Times of India, 6 May 1999, J.V.
Narlikar (JVN) has rightly deplored the decline on
the part of student community in pursuing studies in
the pure sciences which are essential for conducting
fundamental research, the backbone of technology.
The cause of this decline can be attributed to several
factors such as employment potential for scientists
in India, monetary reward available to career
scientists, social status,etc.  as  compared to that
of engineers, doctors, chartered accountants and
other  recognized professions.

After India became independent, our government

under the  leadership of Jawaharlal Nehru set up a

chain of major industries throughout the country,

thereby opening up employment potential for

engineers. As the growth of  industry accelerated

and spread to medium and small-scale industry, it

is not surprising that our educated youth are inclined

to opt for engineering and technical studies in

preference to pure  sciences. The above trend is

likely to continue.

J.V. Narlikar in his article entitled ‘No Fizz and Spark - Decline in Science Education’ published in
Times of India (6 may 1999, p, 10) has stated that ‘today a student.... goes by  default to engineering,
medicine or .... commerce’ in contrast to the scenario that existed in the  fifties and sixties when many
of our science laboratories, departments and universities  were getting established. He says that the
present trend of a sharp decline in numbers and and standards of students opting for science  at the
undergraduate level will have its impact in about ten years from now, as is being felt to some extent
already; science personnel of high calibre and experience to man our projects will be in short supply. In
spite of burgeoning social problems like illiteracy, water shortage, child labour and many others, one
has to maintain a healthy scientific establishment even to find solutions to  these very problems.
Another important reason that Narlikar puts forth for building up and maintaining our S & T  infrastructure
is for us to be economically independent lest we are caught napping in the  face of unforeseen sanctions
as we are experiencing currently.

Methodology of science teaching that encourages rote, ill-equipped teachers and labs, lack of inspirational
and committed teachers, poorly written text-books, peer pressure to join lucrative courses are some of
the causes that Narilikar has identified as the causes for the current sickness that has afflicted the
science scenario : the  glamour of science and a proper and correct image is just not getting projected
by our institutions or the universities. This unfortunate trend can be reversed, in the opinion of Narlikar,
if the society has a will to to do so and creates an environment to cure the causes of the deeply
entrenched malady. Prakash N. Gandhi’s letter deals with this problem and details some steps that
may make science career attractive to the young.

- Editors
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Several other reasons for lack of enthusiasm on the
part of our educated youth to opt for  science
education have been mentioned by JVN such as sub-
standard quality of teaching and text-books in science
subjects, ill-equipped laboratories,craze for scoring
high marks in examinations, etc.

In my opinion, in order to give an impetus to larger
numbers of school and college students to join the
science stream, the following steps should be taken
by the people and educational institutions
concerned:

l Parents can inculcate a scientific temper in
growing boys and girls. The essence of
scientific spirit is curiosity, and questioning of
dogmas, superstitions, and explanations given
about cause and effect. Responsible parents
can impart this spirit to their children and
encourage them to find out true facts. One way
to do this is for parents to make available general
knowledge books on science topics for  reading
in spare time. There is also good scope for
carrying out simple but imaginative experiments
at home that children will love doing. My brothers
and I, in our boyhood days, used to experiment
with hot-air balloons, convex lenses and prisms
to focus sunlight and break, and other  science
experiments. All that is needed is inexpensive
equipment and encouragement from parents.

l Although long retired, I still lremember with
excitement the science classes at Banaras in
Central Hindu School on account ofspell-
bindingexperiments conducted  by our science
teacher in the  lecture theatre to demonstrate
principles of physics and chemistry. These
demonstrations were given after thorough
preparation and by the teacher himself. In
addition, pupils were required to carry out
practicals prescribed in fairly well-equipped
school laboratories. As far as I know, the
majority of schools these days do not carry out
live  demonstrations on this scale nor provide
adequate facilities to pupils for laboratory work.

As a result, attending science classes in
schools tends to become a borning exercise.

In my opinion, what we need to do is on one
hand to make concerted  efforts to bring about
significant improvement in the quality of teaching
as determined by the ability of school teachers,
nature of science curriculum, and method of
teaching science (with greater strees on
laboratory experiments) amd on the other hand
to introduce modernization and technical
upgradation. With the tremendous progress
made by information technology in recent times,
many schools and colleges around the world
are beginning to bring personal computers (PCs)
into the classroom and use these as educational
tools to  enhance teaching. Computers will not,
however, replace the teachers or  dehumanize
schools as  some people fear. A PC can be a
powerful teaching tool for teachers accustomed
to the world of black board and chalk; it greatly
stimulates pupil’s interest in the subject through
visual images and video  clips. A further step is
to link up PCs installed in several schools in
the area, there by  saving on cost of software
by sharing and maintaining uniform standards.
The  teachers of course will have to be trained
how to integrate PC technology with
conventional teaching.

l  The usual role of a University is to offer degrees
and post-graduate courses in different
disciplines, leaving it to the  entrant to choose
a particular college to join. Whereas the
university authorities cannot discriminate in
favour of any particular discipline or college, the
colleges  themselves can adopt suitable
strategies for attracting talented students. For
example, if a college offering courses in physics
and chemistry strives for excellence by having
a faculty of brilliant professors, by setting up
top-class laboratories and research facilities and
by making every effort to find good  placements
for its graduates, then students are likely to prefer
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joining such a college. This shows that skill in
‘marketing’ is a factor even in the academic
world.

l In Western countries, museums devoted to
science and technology are regarded as an
important medium of education for the public,
especially the youth. The contribution of science
in the progress of civilization from Stone Age to
Space Age has been most significant. The role
of science museums is to inform and educate
the public as to how this progress  was achieved
through discoveries and inventions made by
dedicated scientists. Apart from educating,
visits to museums inspire creative minds. India
is  far  behind in investing in this area of education
which can help in popularizing science and
technology, thereby encouraging wider use of
technology in all human activities.

Availability of good public library facilities to the
educated section of society for increasing their
knowledge of science-related subjects and new
developments is essential. Libraries set up and
maintained by universities and learned societies are
not open to the public as a rule. While people may

gain some random knowledge from reading
occasional articles on science topics published by
dailies and weeklies, only a library can store
information methodically for reference purpose.

On this  aspect, I would agree with JVN that due to
variousfactors, engineering studies  and professions
are attracting far higher proportion of our youth. I,
however, feel this  situation can change significantly
once industrialists in India decide to strengthen their
R&D capability, as indeed they must if they are to
withstand the stiff challenge of global competition.
So far this has been badly neglected by most
manufacturers. I can foresee a rising demand for
scientists for employment in our leading industries -
both private and  public sector - to boost research
activities for developing quality products. This in turn
should put a higher premium on science education
in our schools and colleges.

PRAKASH N. GANDHI
Flat  13, ‘Prabhat’

‘B’ road, Churchgate,
Mumbai 400 020, India

q
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TALES OF THE FUTURE - Ten Best Sci-Fi S tories:
By

Jayant Narlikar;
Witness Books, 234, B/12, Abhinav Apartments,

Vasundhara Enclave, Delhi-1 10096.Rs. 250

Review
by

Murali N. Krishnaswamy

SCIENCE FICTION WITH A LOCAL  FLAVOUR
TEN SCI-FI STORIES WITH A LOCAL TOUCH,

SOME WITH A CONTEMPORARY ECHO

In an interview with Frontline in 2003, astrophysicist
and cosmologist  Jayant Vishnu Narlikar highlighted
“science popularisation, textbook writing and travel”
as his immediate plans after  impending retirement.

This year, after the recent launch of his new work
and first collection of science flction, tales of the
future, Narlikar, in another interview with Shital
Chauhan, and published in the Hindu, indicated his
progrees on this front. The main reasons that made
him turn to the  genre of science fiction writing, he
said, was his desire to share his excitement of
working in astronomy with the lay person, which was
made easier with the excellent example before him
- his mentor Sir Fred Hoyle, astrophysicist, and the
will-known writer of science fiction. A further reason
was “that just as it had struck him that a bitter pill
could become palatable if sugar coated, science
could also be made less intimidating to many of us
if in the form of sci-fi stories or novels.”

Local T ouch

He then proceeded to explain to the interviewer, why
in many of the stories, an Indian scientist was at the
centre of the plot. “... but if one is  writing especially
for readers at home, one could  give the story part of
the science fiction a local touch so that the readers
can more readily identify themselves with the plot.
This  is way I wrote largely with Indian scenarios.”

Interestingly, he also felt that our epics make for
excellent science fiction, with their effects like time
dilatation, spatial contraction and transmission at
great speed.

How did he regard himself as the father of science
fiction in India, was the sixth question in that interview.
“I may be the first scientist to have written science
fiction in Marathi, but there have been writings in
science fiction before..... Only in large measure, it
had  got mixed up with  tales of horror or magic.
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Today, more people are writing science fiction and it
is written in many languages. Although the overall
quality is mediocre, I feel the efforts should be
encouraged.”

Storylines

The reader thus gets the pointers to
approachingTales of the Future, a 216-page
compilation. In the  10  stories, a glance at  the
contents sheds clues on the  storylines “The Ice
Age Cometh”, “The Death of a Megapolis”, “The Rare
Idol of Ganesha”, and “The Trojan Horse”..

The first story, “The  Ice Age ....” has the city of
Bombay experiencing snow, a pretty Christmas card
view of what was once  a sweltering tropical Bombay.
But  when the media’s special bulletins soon show
the country in a grip of a cold wave - “Srinagar 200C,
Chandigarh 150C, Madras 20C and Trivandrum 70C”-
there is growing and alarming realisation that the
prediction of Bombay scientist Vasant Chitnis has
come true.

Enter Journalist Rajiv Shah and his article that hogs
the headlines :  “The Ice Age has arrived ! Presicted
by an Indian Scientist”. The world’s best scientists
who ridiculed that prognostication are now at a loss
to save the planet. Chitnis invents  a way to fight the
ice and corner the limelight.

“The Death of a Megapolis” has Bombay, with
examples of its legendary  accommodative spirit,
meet its end on October 10,2041 consumed in an
inferno. At this point, though fuzzy, the plot turns
out to be more of a  social commentary.

What follows next is a series  of largely average
stories (but which might strike a chord in many  a
young reader) before one stops at the rather riveting
“The Rare Idol of Ganesha”.

Here, one has Pramod Rangnekar, India’s over the
hill right arm bowler, dramatically transformed in to
a left-arm bowler by a scientist. Stepping on to the
field once again, and in the final test of his career,
he decimates the England batting order, unfamiliar
with his new kind of bowling, for a mere 78 runs.

Adding to the mystery is when Rangnekar disappears
after the match only to be found the next day in a
police station experiencing amnesia about the  test
match.

It has to be added though that it’s a tale that  ends
on a rather tragic note, and which may also mark
the end of the creative stretch in this Narlikar
rendering.

In the final analysis, what could  bog down a reader
in this fairly entertaining read, is the construction of
grammatically quirky sentences. Also quizzical is
the context of the use of the word “... an ex-patriot”
on page 70.

One cannot miss the point that  some of the tales,
though science fiction, have a contemporary  echo
as well. They could as well have been the true-life
stories predominant in the media today.

Source :

The Hindu, Dated - 09.08.2005

q
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The  Role of Science Fiction in the
Present Age of Science

by
Jayant V Narlikar
e-mail : jayant@iucaa.erner.in

Introduction

Literature is the expression of society, said  Charles

Nodier. Robert Lord Lytton stated that  a nation’s
literature is always the biography of its humanity.

Quotes like these tell us  that the writings of various
kinds at any given epoch give us a flavour of the
society where they are produced. Today, often

referred  to  as the age of science, scientific literature
should indicate the level of scientific developments

at the present times. Science writing in general can
be broadly classified into the following categories.

1. Research papers on various scientific topics.
These appear in specialist journals or in

technical textbooks. A typical paper may be read
by a very select group of specialists  in the field,

including research scholars.

2. Review articles, which are aimed at a wider
section of readership. They carry accounts of
recent developments in a particular field of

science, without going into great details that the
reader can pick up from publications of type 1.

3. Articles and books, which carry accounts
of a scientific field, aimed at the educated
lay person.  These do not require a high level of
technical knowledge, and seek to convey the

important developments in that field as perceived
by a large section of the society.

4. Encyclopedias, dictionaries and similar
compendia,  which carry short accounts of
diverse topics, to help the newcomer to the field.

5. Science fiction,  which includes stories and
novels (even exercises in poetry) that have a

scientific core but are otherwise fictional
accounts of events based on that core.

I have contributed to scientific literature under all
these categories in a small way. So what I have to

say will be based on what I have read of works of
others and in a much smaller way on my own

personal experience. Since I am addressing a group
of sci-fi writers and others interested in science

writing for general dissemination, I will concentrate
on the sci-fi aspect in the above list.

But let me make a statement, with which I hope,
you will agree. In the above list the earlier items

require technical knowledge of advanced order and
so one may conclude that writing of this kind would

by very difficult- more difficult than writing of the more
popular kind. Quite the reverse is true! An expert in
the field wishing to report research finings would

express that information in a terse fashion…since
the author knows that the peers who would read

that paper would be familiar with the technical jargon.
So our expert does not have to spend time on
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ensuring how the writing could be made reader-
friendly. On the other hand, popular science fiction

needs to be in a format that the reader has no
difficulty in following. Even more so for science

fiction, since there the writing would be in

competition with other (non-scientific) fiction and

there is the danger of the reader putting it aside if it

is burdened with too much pedagogical material.

Why Write Science Fiction?

I have heard some distinguished literary experts say

that anything written with a motive behind it is not

good literature. I do not agree with this view, just as

I do not share the view that real mathematics

originates in totally abstract ideas. Although pure

mathematics is an abstract discipline, it invariably

originates through some concrete problem or puzzle

in the real universe. Likewise, it is customary for

the novelist to issue a disclaimer in the preface to

the novel that all characters in it are imaginary and

bear no resemblance to any living person

whatsoever. In actuality this may be true, but most

character lines drawn by any author are based on

the totality of his or her experience of real life. Thus

some trait of a known person gets into the character

sketched in the novel even though the rest of the

sketch may not be so. So it is with a work of

literature: the author may have some message to

convey in writing the book.

In the case of science fiction there can be many

possible motives. One may be that the author wishes

to convey some crucial scientific idea but in the

story mode rather than as a textbook. Indeed, one

can compare this approach to the medicinal pill,

which is sugar coated in order to hide the bitter taste

of the real medicine. People by and large are ‘scared’

of science. They automatically assume that

anything that pertains to science will ‘go above their

head’. This fear of science is due in a large measure

to the way we are taught science at school. The
less said about that the better!

I may narrate a personal experience in this context.
I was once scheduled to deliver a talk in the

prestigious Vasant Vyakhyanmala of Pune. The topic
of my talk was futuristic : ‘The world, a hundred

years from now’. I was planning to present the
forecasts of future technologies as made at the time.
That morning I met a college professor of Sanskrit

in Pune. He knew me well and so had dropped in to
say ‘Hello’. As he left, he assured me that he was

planning to attend my talk that evening, even though
he was afraid that he would not understand a word
of it. Like science, it seems that scientists also are

objects of awe and fear!

Nevertheless, I feel that one should try to present
science in story-mode wherever possible. Just as

the classic Panchatantra stories evolved out of the
purpose of training some ‘unteachable’ students the

art of living, one should try to present science in
fiction form even though some of the readership is
‘scared of science’.

There was another, rather unusual motive that

inspired the distinguished astrophysicist Fred Hoyle
to write his first sci-fi novel. In the early 1950s, Hoyle

had the idea that interstellar space has regions that
contain chemical molecules. He wrote scientific
papers on this topic and sent them for publication

in reputed scientific journals. They all came back,
rejected. For, the research journals have a peer

review system for judging the suitability of a paper
for publication. In the 1950s most astronomers
believed that the interstellar space contains hydrogen

atoms only. They could  not reconcile their beliefs
to the idea that molecular structures can survive in

space. So Hoyle was faced with a blackout on his
ideas. Undaunted, he wrote a science fiction novel

called The Black Cloud, in which he proposed the
concept of vast clouds of molecules occupying the
interstellar spaces. The novel was immensely

successful as a science fiction enterprise. At the
end of the 1950s decade, however, millimeter-wave

technology had advanced to a level where
astronomers could proble the interstellar space with
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millimeter wavelength radiation received by suitably
designed dish antennas. The analysis of the radiation

revealed that it had been emitted by specific
molecules in interstellar clouds, precisely  as Hoyle

had anticipated in The Black Cloud. Today the
existence of such giant molecular clouds is taken
for granted. Yet one can say that this was a case of

sci-fi anticipating real  science.

Sce-fi and reality

The example of Fred Hoyle’s science fiction tells
us that there are, albeit rare, instance of science
fiction anticipating real situations, if no

contemporarily, then at a later stage. The writings
of Jules Verne are classic in this sense. His novel

on travel to the Moon, for example, anticipated by a
century, the reality of Apollo 11 mission of 1969.
The writings of H.G. Wells, and later by others like

Arthur C. Clarke, Isaac Asimov and Ray Bradbury
also contain perceptive references to situations that

developed later. Although not in science fiction,  but
in a futuristic essay Clarke had written about the

possibility of geostationary satellites playing a role
in communications technology. That was in 1945.
The reality of such a technology came about some

four decades later when man had succeeded in
making rockets that could launch satellites in such

orbits.

At more modest level, I may add that in 1976, I had
written a story on the possibility of a comet
approaching the Earth on a trajectory that would

lead to a head on collision. How to save the Earth
from such a catastrophe? Scientists successfully

launch a spaceship with a nuclear device that
explodes near the comet, changing its trajectory. In
the late 1980s, NASA was seriously considering

an action of this kind in the problematic situation of
a comet or a satellite on a collision course with the

Earth. In fact today there is a Space watch mission
with a dedicated telescope whose job is to study

the trajectories of all such solar system  objects so
as to find out if there is the likelihood of any of them

striking the Earth. If such a possibility were to be
found, then preventive action as described above

can be taken.

But perhaps it is more than a cliché to say that
‘good science fiction of today is the reality of
tomorrow’. I recall being present in the audience in

the Beckman Auditorium at Caltech to listen to a
debate between Fred Hoyle and the famous sci-fi

writer Ray Bradbury. The topic under discussion
was: The Message of Science Fiction: Prophetic of
Profane? At this talk, Bradbury pointed out that a

person of his generation, born around the time of
the First World War, had lived to see many

achievements of science translate from fiction to
reality. Nuclear bomb, man on the Moon, fast but

compact computers, jet travel, easy worldwide
communication, etc., were on the pages of science
fiction when Bradbury was born. They became reality

in his lifetime.

So one can say that in the fast moving world of
today, the miracles of science and technology are

translating science fiction into reality.  By the same
token, we can argue that whatever is being written
today on pages of science fiction, may become

reality of tomorrow.

Good and bad science fiction

What I just said applies not to all science fiction.
Indeed, it applies only to a small fraction of it, which

is ‘good’. This brings me to what is ‘good’ and what
is ‘bad’ in science fiction. Of course, while I give my
own definitions, I am conscious that my views may

not be shared by all.

Good science fiction is generally based on science
extrapolated from what is known, at a level that can

be foreseen to be within the realm of the possible .
Computers, biotechnology, nanotechnology, etc.,
are fields today that provide ample opportunities to

gaze into the crystal ball to decide where they will
be in the decades to come. Not all our guesses will

be right; yet what we foresee may not be inconsistent
with what we already know.
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I would like the sci-fi literature to be also conscious
of the science-society interaction. Thus there are

issues like stem cells research, cloning, etc., in
biology, researches into nuclear devices, and the
spying capability of remote sensing satellites, which
raise moral and social questions.  By imagining futue
scenarios, a good science fiction story could alert
us about possible dangers. We have already seen
how the possibility of knowing the sex of the unborn
child can raise horrendous issues, a possibility  that
I had written about in a science fiction story in the
1970s.

The Joules Verne novel Round the World in Eighty
Days reads like an adventure story until at the end
the reader discovers in a dramatic  fashion  the
scientific fact about the shortening of the day as
one travels East because of the West to East spin
of the Earth. Thus science is introduced in a very
subtle way. I feel that the success of science fiction
lies in how subtly and ‘painlessly’ the reader is made
aware of science.

Sometimes, especially in the context of
astronomical time scales, the reader needs to be
made aware of the rather short durations that our
life spans occupy in comparison  with the cosmic
time scales. Rather than explicitly state this fact,
the underlying plot of the story should bring it out in
a subtle way. I was conscious of this requirement
when I wrote the story about the explosion of a
nearby supernova, the ejecta of which hit the Earth
at a later time. The supernova explosion is a
comparatively short-term phenomenon. Yet I had to
show that it related to nearly three millennia of us
humans. The reader should judge if the plot meets
the requirement I just laid down.

I now turn to what I think is ‘bad’ science fiction. As
I mentioned above, one can and should take some
liberties  with known science. Any such liberties
need to be justified within the context of the plot of
the story. However, there are several sci-fi stories
written and read that do not satisfy this requirement.
One example may suffice.

In one science fiction novel from the West, which I
read recently, there were space ships traveling

across the Galaxy  within a matter of a few years.

Astronomy tells us that the fastest known entity so

far known to physics is light and that takes nearly a

hundred thousand years to travel across the

diameter of the Galactic disc. The typical time scale

relating to distances across the Milky Way is thus

of the order of a thousand years. I can accept a

faster-than-light space ship provided some

background is given of the technology it is based

on and how it circumvents the restriction imposed

by special relativity. No such discussion was given

. To me therefore this was no better than a fairy tale

based on the cosmic background. After all, in a fairy

tale the fairy gives the prince magic boots that take

him anywhere instantaneously!

For the same reason, I am not a fan of films of the

Star Wars type. There is no science involved in those

films. The plot is like any other adventure movie,

with strange beasts and interstellar spacecrafts in

place of horses and cabs of the typical Western.

Horror often masquerades as science fiction. This

genre of stories can be more harmful to the growth

of healthy science fiction. For, it may generate

irrational fear about science and the devices science

makes. As I have mentioned before, good sci-fi can

warn the society against the harmful applications of

a technology; but that warning  is based on a

reasoned argument, not on irrational fear. In fact

horror-based stories may seek to legitimize the

paranormal or pseudo-science.

Plots based on aliens on flying saucers or living in

the Bermuda Triangle keep appearing under the garb

of sci-fi. So far as the former are concerned, there

has so far been no evidence that a flying saucer

with aliens has visited the Earth. One can still

imagine that some UFO may be of this kind and

base a plot around it. Then it is the responsibility of

the author to give credible arguments for his proposed

scenario. One does not see this responsibility being
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discharged in such plots. So far as the Bermunda
Triangle is concerned , it is like flogging a dead horse.

It is now recognized after scientific studies that the
claims made for this triangle were far-fetched and

not based on factual evidence.

I think the worst offender as bad sci-fi, is a story
that shows plain logical inconsistency in its
statements. I saw one story, for example, in which

a scientist is abducted by aliens in the Bermunda
Triangle. The news is reported in the media as it

was the first such disappearance in the triangle area.
In the same story, however, it is claimed that regular
abductions by aliens had been taking place for

several years!

Finally, I should state that there will undoubtedly be
literary aspects on which also the sci-fi can be

judged. A piece that is excellent in its scientific  idea,
has a very plausible plot may fail on the grounds of
bad characterization, insufficient on the literary

counts may fail on the scientific aspects mentioned
earlier. In such opposing scenarios, I would give

greater importance to the scientific over the literary
aspects. For, in the last analysis, one is judging a

piece that claims to have a science-base. I would
use a similar criterion for judging a historical  novel
for example. It should not take too many liberties

with history!

Concluding remarks

In the increasingly science-dominated world, good
science fiction has an important, I would say an
indisapensable, role to play. The gifts of science

are many and not all are benign. It is the society

that has to judge whether it would go for destructive
nuclear bomb or a harmless nuclear reactor, for rapid

communication of information or using information
for curtailing personal liberty, for biological research

to eliminate diseases or to create Frankenstein’s
monsters.

Proper appreciation of the emerging force that is
science is therefore necessary. Science fiction can

be a useful tool for enlightenment of the society
towards this appreciation. In India this genre of

writing is relatively new and so not set in grooves
that the sci-fi in the West has. I do hope that our
small community of science fiction writers will grow

and promote good works in different languages all
over our country.

I extend to you all my very best wishes.

Key-note address delivered at the National

Conference for Science Fiction Writers on
11 November 2006 at Aurangabad, Maharashtra.

Professor Jayant V .Narlikar is a well-known
Cosmologist/Astrophysicist and a Science
Popularizer. He has been responsible in

spearheading Science Fiction as a genre in Indian
Literature.

Source  :
Dream 2047 , December 2006 Vol.9, No.-3,
Page-37-39

q
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According to Narlikar ,
a ‘black hole’ can absorb tachyons and

reduce its own surface area...

Dilip M. Salwi

How did the universe, which is composed of stars,
galaxies, nebulae, come into being? Philosophers
and scientists have been pondering over this question
for centuries.

Most scientists now believe that the universe came
into being when a highly dense, atom-sized body
exploded with a bang. Like a cracker the body threw
away matter which later formed the stars, galaxies,
nebulae and so on. This is called the “big bang”
theory.

There is, however, one Indian astrophysicist, Jayant
Vishnu Narlikar , who dos not believe that a firm
case has yet been made for this theory. In fact, at
one time he was a firm believer in the rival “steady
state” theory.

According to this theory the universe remains the
same at all times, past, present or future. Matter in
the form of stars, galaxies  and other bodies is
uniformly disturbed all over the universe. New matter
is created to fill any gap that arises because of the
motion of a galaxy or other bodies.

Apart from his work on the “steady state” theory,
Narlikar worked in collaboration with his teacher,

Fred Hoyle,  on a new theory of gravitation, when
he was hardly 26. The theory was then considered
to be a breakthrough as significant as Einstein’s
theory of relativity. In fact, the world hailed
Narlikar as India’s Einstein.

Narlikar belongs to a family of mathematicians. He
was born on July 19, 1938, at Kolhapur, Maharashtra,
but was brought up in Varanasi in the house of his
uncle, a mathematician. Every morning the uncle
would write a mathematics problem on a blackboard
and it would not be  rubbed off until young Jayant
had solved it. After doing his M.Sc. and Ph.D. from
Banaras Hindu University, Narlikar went to
Cambridge to do research under Fred Hoyle at
King’s College. For his research work in astronomy
he received several awards, medals and
scholarships.

Narlikar returned home in home in 1972 and since
then he was been Professor of Astrophysics at the
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. He is now
working with his students on tachyons. Which are
faster than light particles, and “black holes”, highly
contracted heavenly bodies of immense gravity. One
spoonful of a “black hole” weighs as much as several
tons and so it does not allow even light to escape
from its surface. According to Narlikar, a “black hole”
can absorb tachyons and reduce its own surface
area. Therefore, one way to detect tachyons, he
claims, is to look for “black holes” which are reducing
in size.

Narlikar has worked hard to make science popular
and is a science fiction writer.

q
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The Rediff Interview / Jayant Narlikar
In Search of Extra-terrestrials

It takes more than intelligence to do science. It takes courage. Courage of make extracordinary
claims.

Last week Dr Jayant Narlikar of the Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics made
one such claim : the eventual (http://www. astrobiology.cf.ac.uk/cultured .html) discovery of extra-
terrestrial life…

Let us pause awhile before the significance of this sinks in.

If his claim is true, then for the first time we have evidence that we are not alone. That there really does
exist life beyond Planet Earth!

Narlikar and his collaborators, including the famous N C Wickramasinghe, have found microorganisms.
Though these microbes are not the little green men from mars that we have been waiting for, the
discovery is enormous and brings new challenges in the directions of ‘panspermia’: the theory that life
exists and is distributed throughout the universe in the form of germs or spores that develop in the right
environment. Panspermia could also mean that there is a possibility that life on Earth came from outer
space!

Dr Narlikar is no snake oil merchant! He is respected across campuses as among those who choose
to pursue the extraordinary. He is more than a mere  academic. His  credentials allow him to be
counted among the real men of science, those who genuinely push the limits of possibility.

And when such men make “extraordinary claims”, they will make it to their own peril if they do not
heed the warning of Carl Sagan. The great sky  watcher, imaginer, thinker, and teacher once wrote: “I
believe that the extraordinary should be pursued. But extraordinary claims require extraordinary
evidence”.
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Syed Firdaus  Ashraf  sought this “extraordinary
evidence” from Dr Jayant Narlikar…

Q : When and where did you launch the
experiment to find evidence of life
outside Earth?

JVN : A payload attached to a balloon was
launched in January 2001 from the balloon
facility of the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research at Hyderabad.

Q : What is the evidence on which you are
basing your claim of discovering
extraterrestrial life?

JVN : This living matter was detected at 41 km
height and it is so far difficult to see how it
got there if it were from the Earth. Volcanic
ash does not rise beyond 25 km and does
not  stay for more than a few weeks. Our
experiment was done when there had been
no volcanic eruption of any note in the
previous few months.

Space debris from defunct satellites and
rockets has been estimated and are too
small to account for our collection. Also
the precautions taken and the type of
bacteria detected cannot be linked to a
laboratory contaminant. That it could not
be cultured with the common media also
suggests that it is a rare type.

Q: How has the international scientific
community reacted to your discovery
thus far?

JVN: We have encountered interest +  curiosity
+ certain degree of skepticism. This is
natural when something countrary to long
held beliefs is claimed.

Q: Are you willing to collaborate with the
international astronomy , astrophysics
and cosmology community?

JVN: It would indeed be desirable to have more
experiments of this kind carried out. The
present one already involves two
universities in the UK collaborating with us.

Q: What kinds of life forms were found in
your experiments?

JVN: The evidence for living matter  came in two
forms : First cationic dyes applied to the
sample on filters indicated the existence
of living (viable) cells.

The second evidence was from growths
observed from using potato dextrose agar
as medium and the microorganism could
be identified as staphylococcus pasteuri.

Rod-like bacillus and fungus (engyodontium
albus de Hoog) were also found.

The first evidence came from the molecular
biology labs of David Lloyd in Cardiff (UK)
and the second from the labs in Sheffield
(UK) by Milton Wainwright.

Q: Why do you think this evidence can
withstand the scrutiny of today’s
science?

JVN: For reasons given, and the precautions
against contamination that were observed
make us confident that the evidence should
stand.

Q: How can you rule out contamination
from Earth? How is your cryosampling
(the method used to collect the
bacteria) different from methods used
before? Could you elaborate with a few
details?

JVN : The Indian Space Research Organisation
had developed the cryosampler for earlier
experiments in atmospheric sampling and
had used it successfully. The cryosampler
had evacuated and decontaminated
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stainless steel tubes that can be opened
and  closed by ‘telecommand’. Then there
is a cryopump that fills the tube with air at
liquid neon temperature. This system is
superior to any that has been used in earlier
experiments.

Q: What is your guess about the origin of
the life forms you found? Did they come
from meteorites and other such bodies?
Do you suppose they can be traced back
to the Oort Cloud (a belt of celestial
rocks circling the far outer boundary of
the our Solar System)?

JVN: It is too early to guess. At this stage we
would like to say that a prima facie case
can be made for it to have come from above
rather than below…The density profile with
height seems to match this hypothesis. It
would be necessary to do further
experiments to link the findings to specific
sources like comets and meteor showers.

Q: What are the physical conditions that
must have led to the development of
these life forms?

JVN: It is too early to say anything on this issue
till we know the source.

q

To me Scientific research means Participation in an intellectually challenging exercise which
involves its moments of agony and ecstasy.  Many Scientists have experienced similar moments
in their search for truth. Agony that you go through when you are searching for the elusive
solution to a Problem a solution that, you feel in your bones, must exist. Ecstasy that you
experience when you find it.

... J.V. Narlikar
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INTERVIEW
A SCIENTIST AND AN INSTITUTION

Interview with Jayant V . Narlikar , Astrophysicist, who retired as IUCAA
Director after completing 15 years.

COURTESY : IUCAA

Early this year, Professor Jayant Vishnu Narlikar, the best-known Indian astrophysicist, stepped down
from the directorship of the Pune-based Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics (IUCAA),
after heading it for 15 years. A remarkable institution that he conceived, founded and nurtured as a
common research and resource center for university scientists from across the country, the IUCAA
was his long-cherished dream. It was realized in 1988 as an institution under the University Grants
Commission (UGC) thanks to the active support of eminent space scientist Professor Yash Pal, who
was then the UGC Chairman.

Narlikar took over as the Director of IUCAA on his 50th birthday and stepped down a day before his 65th

birthday, on July 18, 2003 (Update, Frontline, May 23, 2003). He single-mindedly devoted his efforts to
the building up of this institution while consciously staying away from the general scientocracy and
science administration of the country unlike many other well-known senior scientists. His successor
to the post, Professor Naresh Dadhich, who has been his long-time associate both academically and
administratively at the IUCAA, says: “It is a formidable task and enormous responsibility to steer and
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institute of the IUCAA’s proportion and reputation and more so to succeed a man like Jayant whom we
all hold in great admiration and awe”. The success of the IUCAA has resulted in the establishment of
other inter-university centres across the country.

Academically, Narlikar rose to fame with the famous Hoyle-Narlikar theory of the steady state universe,
postulated in the 1960s in  association with his mentor and guide, the late Sir Fred Hoyle. The theory,
however, is no longer popular among the mainstream physicists as the idea of a steady state universe
gave way to Big Bang cosmology in the wake of the discovery in 1965 of the 30Kelvin cosmic microwave
background radiation (CMBR). This microwave background radiation, which the universe seems to be
awash with, is believed to be the relic radiation of the early hot universe resulting from the Big Bang,
which has now cooled down to 3 K (or 30 above absolute zero when all motion ceases, which is – 2730

Celsius). Filling the universe uniformly and isotropically, the CMBR seems to have the characteristics
of “thermal”, or what physicists call “black body”, radiation, where the spectral shape of the radiation
is dependent only on the temperature and is independent of the source. In the case of CMBR, the
radiation spectrum has the shape characteristic of a 3 K black body radiation.

This black body nature of CMBR its homogeneity and isotropy was dramatically verified in 1992 by the
all-sky map of the relic radiation prepared by the NASA spacecraft Cosmic Background Explorer
(COBE), flown in 1989, which gave a tremendous boost to Big Bang cosmology. While the Standard
Cosmological Model based on the Big  Bang has now come to dominate mainstream discourses in
physics almost  to the point of dogma, Narlikar and associates have carried with them their conviction
of the basic idea of a steady state universe and have sought to explain the 3K CMBR as resulting from
the starlight in the universe that is scattered by inter-stellar metallic grains and attains thermal equilibrium.
In the wake of the COBE results, a modified steady state scenario was put forward by Hoyle, Narlikar
and Geoffrey Burbidge a decade ago, called Quasi-Steady State Cosmology (QSSC).

In February this year, the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), launched in 2001 (Frontline,
September 14, 2001) as a follow-up to COBE with an order of magnitude better resolution, returned
data which the Big Bang theorists believe have conclusively ruled out all cosmological models except
the standard model based on the Big Bang. Indeed, according to it, it is claimed that with WMAP data
all cosmological parameters have been more or less determined with precision and only some details
remain to be filled.

Narlikar and Co, on the other hand, claimed that QSSC gives a better fit to the WMAP data and have
continued to question steadfastly the conventional paradigm to the point of calling the approach
unscientific. This is not to say that except for Narlikar and his coworkers, there is universal and
unreserved acceptance of the  standard Big Bang cosmological model. There are other skeptics as
well who see a whole lot of unresolved issues of physics in the standard Big Bang cosmological
model.

As Richard Ellis of the California Institute of Technology (Caltech), United States, put it, “the reason
why most astronomers believe in the Big Bang is that it is the simplest picture that is consistent with
the  data. But it is very important that there are people who are constantly pushing to be provocative to
make us question in more detail whether this is the right picture or not”.
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Echoing similar views, E.P.J. van den Heuvel of the University of Amsterdam says: “It is very important
that you have people like Narlikar who are exploring the other possibilities. There is a lot that people do
not basically understand. And it is now being told that with WMAP there are only a few details to be
filled in and then we know everything. It is not like that. I do not believe that.”

“It looks like at this point of time that Big Bang cosmology is a reasonably consistent framework but
there is so much of physics that we still don’t understand like the dark matter and dark energy.
Unfortunately, people don’t discuss the underlying assumptions to the Big Bang model,” he adds.

Frontline’s science correspondent R. Ramachandran  recently caught up with Narlikar, the physicist,
the institution builder and the science populariser, for a wide-ranging interview that covered various
issues, including his non-conformist position in astrophysics, the IUCAA experiment, science
popularization, and his future plans. Excerpts:

Q: After three decades of astronomical
career in India, is there a feeling of
fulfillment and satisfaction ?

JVN : I have stepped down from the directorship of
the IUCAA while my astronomical career will
hopefully continue for some more years. Yes,
I have a sense of fulfillment and satisfaction
as far as the IUCAA is concerned. The
responsibility entrusted to me by Yash Pal
in 1988 has been discharged to the best of
my ability.

Q : Have there been any regrets at all?

JVN : None, so far as the IUCAA is concerned. So
far as cosmology is concerned, I greatly
deplore the current trend of an almost
religious belief in the so-called standard  Big
Bang cosmology. It is assumed by the
believers that all essential matters about the
universe are settled and only some superficial
details are left to be sorted out. This point of
view is known today as “Precision
Cosmology”. It is inconsistent with ground
realities – even the measured value of the
basic Hubble Constant (a measure of the rate
of expansion of the universe) remains
controversial – and is opposed to the spirit
of science which asks for repeatable
experiments to check a theory and not a

series of speculations howsoever consistent
they might be.

When I entered the field of cosmology as a
research student in 1960, the subject was
open and there were observational
possibilities of checking theories. Today one
relies on N-body simulations based on
speculative initial conditions to assert what
is the correct model of the universe. If I were
a research student today, cosmology would
not attract me.

Q: Would you care to dwell in some detail
on your ‘non-conformist’ position?

JVN : Fred Hoyle believed that with so much
brainpower devoted to the standard approach,
if it were right it would have led to
considerable progress. This has not
happened and had not happened any time
during my research career. So, like Fred, I
felt that it would be intellectually more
challenging to try out new avenues rather
than be one of a flock (see the only
photograph in the book A Different Approach
to Cosmology by Hoyle, Burbidge and
Narlikar and you get the idea).

Nevetheless, some of the “alternative or non-
standard ideas” proposed by Fred and me in
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the 1960s are today being accepted (without
recognition of course!), such as: (i) negative
energy scalar fields (ii) black holes in galactic
nuclei (iii) superclusters and voids (iv)
oscillating universe which has no
singularity…

Q: At this point of time, it is generally
believed that all parameters in the
standard Big Bang cosmology have been
more or less determined and what
remains is only some fine-tuning,
especially after the recent WMAP data.
What are your views?

JVN : Mentioned earlier that his position is
unscientific and is not consistent with ground
realities. There are no direct observations of
inflation, of the last scattering surface, of dark
energy or of dark matter particles, concepts
that have been invoked to make the basic
idea of Big Bang work. The physics dealing
with the very early universe is not laboratory
tested. With untested physics and no direct
observations, how can you claim to have a
precise and confirmed theory? All they have
is a series of epicycles  that fit consistently
one onto another. Using quasi-steady state
cosmology and directly observable
quantities, we (Hoyle, Burbidge, Narlikar and
others) have shown that all measured results
about the universe can be explained without
the standard paradigm.

The first detailed, all-sky picture of the infant
universe. The Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) image reveals 13
billion-year-old temperature fluctuations
(shown as colour differences) that correspond
to the seeds that grew to become the
galaxies. Encoded in the patterns are the
answers to many age-old questions, such
as the age and geometry of the universe.
The WMAP team has made the first detailed
full-sky map of the oldest light in the universe.
It is a “baby picture” of the universe. Colours
indicate “warmer” (red) and “cooler” (blue)
spots. The oval shape is a projection to
display the whole sky, similar to the way the
globe of the earth can be projected as an
oval. The microwave light captured in this
picture is from 380,000 years after the Big
Bang, over 13 billion years ago: the
equivalent of taking a picture of an 80-year-
old person on the day of his/her birth.

Q: One of the key arguments advanced in
favour of the hot Big Bang cosmology
model, besides the fact of CMBR itself, is
the relative abundance of light elements
like hydrogen, helium and lithium. How
about that?

JVN : Primoridial nucleosynthesis is the other test
of classical Big Bang cosmology. What is
not realized is that the light nuclear
abundances in this cosmology are explained
by a specific value of the coefficient in the
time-temperature relationship . There is no
explanation as to why that coefficient should
be the right one to arise in the model. That
is, it is put in by hand.

I was shocked to hear the view that the
discovery of one WIMP (Weakly Interacting
Masive Particle, a postulated candidate for
a dark matter particle) would validate the
standard model. I may be old-fashioned, but
to me this sounds like justifying hot Big Bang
by finding one nucleus of deuterium. The
theory predicts certain abundance: it follows
that one needs to check that claim directly.
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Q: Recently you have also been involved
in another topic of controversy , namely
the recent finding of microbes in space
in the research supported by the Indian
Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and
carried out in association  with
researchers from Cardiff and the Centre
for Cellular and Molecular Biology
(CCMB) in Hyderabad. This hypothesis
goes back to your thesis supervisor and
long-term research associate Sir Fred
Hoyle. What is it exactly that has been
found and what are its implications?

JVN: We have found microbes (cells and bacteria)
in samples of air collected at a height of 41
km above the atmosphere. Given the protocol
followed in the experiment, it is very unlikely
that these are terrestrial contamination.
Those who argue that they are contamination
should show how! In the absence of any
convincing explanation of terrestrial  origin,
we feel that they may have been showered
on the earth from above- from comets,
meteors, meteorites, etc.

I find that the “geocentric” view still persists
in biology, although Copernicus banished it
from astronomy. The controversy starts
because scientists do not keep an open mind
as to where the origin of life on earth was.
Any suggestion that it came from outside
the earth is taken as wrong prima facie.

Q: There were some differences of opinion
with the CCMB on the conclusions drawn
from the findings. How did that happen?
Has there been a reconciliation?

JVN : The protocols used by those at Cardiff and
Sheffield were different from those at the
CCMB. Now there will be an attempt to “wash
out” the CCMB probes, which might make
material sticking to the probe walls available
for analysis, as was done for the Cardiff/
Sheffield samples.

Q: Moving away from academics, in your
efforts at establishing the IUCAA you
would have had very close brushes with
the science administration in the country ,
in particular the UGC. What do you see
as the key problems that contribute to
the stifling of scientific research and
education ?

JVN : How an agency responds depends largely
on the attitude of the agency’s head. Barring
a relatively brief but trying interlude, my
interaction with these agencies has been
very positive. Basically what one needs to
emphasise is that a successful scientific
institution has autonomy and working
conditions different from those in a
government department. At times
considerable  useful energy is wasted in
convincing the bureaucrats of this difference
of perception and for them to get over their
view that “Aisa government mein nahi hota” I
feel that the Prime Minister should issue a
series of enlightened guidelines on how
autonomous scientific institutions are to be
run. Only then will this attrition stop.

Q: Has the IUCAA turned out to be an
institution that you had envisioned, and
has it lived up to your expectations?

JVN : Broadly speaking, yes, I wish there was
greater freedom given to university staff and
students to use facilities like the IUCAA.
Also, I would have liked greater interaction
between IUCAA academics and the
associates from universities. Having said
this, I should pay compliments to my
colleagues at the IUCAA for having
participated handsomely in the multifaceted
academic programme of the IUCAA directed
at universities.

Q: Do you think the concept of inter-
university centres should be replicated
more and more and expanded to other
disciplines besides physics itself?
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Yes, very much so, but, as I said, with greater
freedom for the university researchers to use
such facilities.

Q: What pitfalls and shortcomings that the
IUCAA encountered should be avoide d
while replicating the experiment?

JVN : One should contract out services to the
maximum extent. In retrospect we should
have avoided having staff cars and leased
the transport as and when needed. The
Director should delegate powers to his senior
colleagues to the maximum extent possible.
I found this very useful. Above all, insist on
as much autonomy as you can while framing
your rules and byelaws. We found this very
useful.

Q: Do you think this to be the only viable
way of reviving the research environment
in universities?  Or else, what other
measures should be taken to rejuvenate
research in the university system?

JVN : I strongly feel that autonomous research
institutions of the various science
departments should be drawn more into
university teaching and allow some of their
facilities for university use. Only this way can
they hope to have a base amongst the
student population from where their own
young scientists will come.

Q: The Tata Institute  of Fundamental
Research (TIER) was recently accorded the
status of a deemed university. Do you
think this is a good move for autonomous
research institutions? Indeed, what can be
done given this status?

JVN : If this leads to the situation I said in my earlier
reply, it is fine.

Q: Since you arrived on the Indian
astronomical scene, there has been a
visible increase in astronomy  research
activity . It has indeed spread to smaller

institutions and universities. But how do
you view the overall quality of research
in the country today?

JVN : The overall quality has gone up and the
fraction of international level research has
gone up judging from the lists of publications.
However, quantitatively, basic sciences as a
whole are suffering from shortage of young
human power. Astronomy is no exception.

Q: You have done a great deal of science
popularization work both in English and
in Indian language, a facet not so
common among scientists of the country.
Why do you think the majority of
scientists in the country do not give
importance to public outreach? In fact,
they do not even involve themselves in
producing good textbooks. Why is that
so?

JVN : They argue(i) is a waste of their time or (ii)
they do not have the time for it, given their
teaching and research. It is a matter of
attitude and time management. As an editor
of an astronomy book series, I have two
authors who have kept delaying the
submission of their manuscript for want of
time. During that period, I was able to
complete two books.

Q: What are your immediate plans after
retirement besides research which I am
sure will continue to occupy a significant
part of your time?

JVN : Science popularization, textbook writing
travel…

Source :

Frontline : Volume 20- Issue 25, December
06-19,  2003,
India’s National Magazine from the
Publishers of THE HINDU

q
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Recommendation for the Award of DSc (Honoris Causa) by
University of Natal

PROFESSOR JAYANT VISHNU NARLIKAR

Jayant Narlikar is an internationally renowned
scientist who has made seminal contributions to
astronomy, astrophysics and cosmology. The
originality of his work has opened new avenues of
research, especially into alternative approaches to
the origin and evolution of the universe that challenge
popular ‘Big Bang’ cosmology. Peers look to his
decisive work with his mentor, Fred Hoyle, on
conformal gravity theory, as the Hoyle-Narlikar
theory of gravitation. He has made major
contributions in the areas of quasars, high-energy
astrophysics, quantum cosmology and distance
electrodynamics.

Apart from his exceptional academic works, Narlikar
has been highly successful in popularizing science
at international level through programmes and
popular writings. His prodigious research outputs
include more than 200 technical research papers,
some 300 semi-technical/popular articles, and 55
books authored, edited or translated.

His popular work has drawn a plethora of honours,
including a special award from the President of India,
while his fundamental contributions to science have
drawn academic distinctions, prizes, scholarships
and fellowships from prestigious organizations in
India and abroad. These include the Indira Gandhi
Award of the Indian National Science Academy
(1990) and the International Kalinga Award (1996)
awarded by Unesco.

Narlikar has built scientific collaborations between
India and other countries and has been a strong
force in establishing links with South African
scientists, particulary at the University of Natal,
through visits by scientists, conferences, student
exchanges and the production of joint research
publications. He has played a key role in building
the Cosmology and Relativity Group at the University
into a vibrant, internationally recognized entity.

Narlikar received his BSc from Banaras Hindu
University, followed by a BA, PhD, MA and Dsc from
Cambridge University. He was Director of the Inter
University Centre of Astronomy and Astrophysics
in Pune, India-a premier institution dedicated to
advancing the frontiers of science. That it is
recognized as a world leader is due in the main to
Narlikar’s leadership. He serves in an honorary
capacity as Homi Bhahba Profesor at the
Department of Energy in Mumbai, and Honorary
Professor at the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for
Advanced Scientific Research in New Delhi. He has
held the positions of Director of Studies in
Mathematics, Cambridge University; Berry-Ramsey
Fellow, King’s College; and Senior Research Fellow
in the Institute of Theoretical Astronomy at
Cambridge. Narlikar was Senior Professor and is
now Honorary Professor at the Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research in Mumbai. He has visiting
appointments at the Kellogg Radiation Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena; the
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research; and
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the Department of Physics and Astronomy at the
University of Maryland. He holds advisory potitions
at the Universities of California & Texas, Cornell
University, University College in Cardiff, College de
France in Paris, and the Kitt Peak National
Observatory in Tucson. He has held office in various
international Astronomical Union. He is regularly
invited to deliver lectures worldwide and was the
keynote speaker at the International Society for
General Relativity and Gravitation’s GR 16
Conference, which was hosted by the University of
Natal.

Narlikar is an internationally renowned, path-breaking
scientist of the highest caliber, whose success in

popularizing science is of inestimable value. In

addition, his collaborations with the University of

Natal have helped to bring this institution into the

world arena in this field.

(It is recommended that) The University of Natal

honours Jayant Narlikar for excellence in the

enhancement of academic learning and in promoting

the advancement of science.

q
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T.S. Subramanian
Mashelkar will present awards on November 20 in Pune

CHENNAI :  The H.K. Firodia awards for 2006 for excellence in science and technology will be awarded
to Jayant V. Narlikar, founder-director, Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics, Pune,
and S.B. Bhoje, Former Director, Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam, near here.

Dr. Narlikar has been selected for his contribution to  cosmology and theoretical physics and Mr.
Bhoje, for his contribution to developing the fast breeder reactor technology in India and construction
of the 500-MWe prototype fast breeder reactor, which is under way at Kalpakkam. Mr. Bhoje is now
Chief Academic Adviser, Shivaji Univeristy, Kolhapur, Maharashtra.

R.A. Mashelkar, Director-General, Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, will present the awards
in Pune on November 20. The awards committee consisted of Dr. Vasant Gowarikar, Dr. Mashelkar, Dr.
Anil Kakodkar, Dr. Vijay Bhatkar, Prof. Govind Swaroop and Mr. Arun Firodia.

The H.K. Firodia Memorial Foundation instituted these  annual awards in 1996 in memory of Firodia,
one of the pioneers in the automobile industry in India. The recipients include Presient A.P.J. Abdul
Kalam, Prof. C.N.R. Rao, Dr. Kakodkar, Dr. R. Chidambarma, Dr. S.K. Sikka and R.V. Perumal.

Source : THE HINDU , Dated : 18/1 1/2006

q

H.K. Firodia Awards for Jayant Narlikar & S.B.Bhoje
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French Honour for Astronomer Jayant Narlikar

Eminent Scientist Jayant Narlikar is the First Indian  to be
Conferred the Prix Janseen, a T op French Award for Astronomy .

- PUNE

The Société Astronomique de France will present the award to Narlikar at a ceremony in France May
4,  according to the Pune-based Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics  (IUCAA), of
which the scientist is founder director and Professor Emeritus.

The Prix Janssen is the highest award of the French Astronomical Society

Since 1887, it has been alternately given to a French and a foreign astronomer.

Narlikar is the 117th scientist to receive the honour. Previous recipients have included Albert Einstein
(1931).

Since August 2003,  Narlikar has been a visiting professor at the University of Paris, teaching astronomy
to senior research students.

Narlikar is a Fellow of the Indian National Socience Academy, the Indian Academy of Sciences, the
National Academy of Sciences of India, the Cambridge Philosophical  Society and the Third World
Academy of Sciences.

He was honoured with Padma Bhushan, India’s third highest civilian award, in 1965.

He has won a host of prizes including the Indira Gandhi Award of the Indian National Science Academy
(1990) and the Kalinga Award of Unesco (1996).

The Prix Janssen is named after French astronomer Pierre Jules Cesar Janssen (1824-1907), who
discovered the existence of helium in Guntur, India, in 1868, while watching a solar eclipse.

Janssen studied mainly the Sun and published an atlas with almost 6,000 pictures of its surface.

In 1867 he concluded that water vapour existed in the Mars atmosphere and that life might have once
existed there.

q
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1A Astrophysics
(Co-authors : R.J. Tayler, W. Davidson and
M.A. Ruderman)
W.A. Benjamin, London, 1969

2A Action At a Distance in Physics And
Cosmology
(Co-author : Fred Hoyle)
W.H. Freeman and Company,
San Francisco, 1974

3A Ganit Ani Vidnyan (Mathematics and
Science)
(in Marathi)
Mumbai Marathi Grantha Sangrahalaya,
Bombay, 1975

4A The Structure of the Universe
Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1977

5A General Relativity and Cosmology
The Macmillan Company of India Ltd., New
Delhi, 1978

6A Vidnyan Ani Manavacha Jeevan
Sangharsh  (Science and Human
Survival)
(in Marathi)
Deccan Education Society, Pune, 1979

*7A Yakshanchi Denagi (The Gif t of the

Yakshas)

(in Marathi)

Mauj Printing Bureau, Bombay, 1979

8A The Physics Astronomy Frontier

(Co-author : Fred Hoyle)

W.H. Freeman and Company,

San Francisco, 1980

9E Gravitation, Quanta And the Universe

(Proceedings of the Einstein Centenary

Symposium, 1979 at Ahmedabad; Co-

editors : A.R. Prasanna and C.V.

Vishveshwara) Wiley Eastern , New Delhi,

1980

10 A Khagolshastrache Vishva (The

Astronomical Universe)

(in Marathi)

Maharashtra State Board of Education and

Culture, Bombay, 1982

11A Violent Phenomena in the Universe

Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1982

Books Authored or Edited

by
J.V. Narlikar (JVN)

A : Books authored by JVN

T : Books by JVN translated by others

E : Books edited by JVN

The books on science fiction are marked with an asterisk.
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12A The Lighter Side of Gravity
W.H. Freeman and Company,
San Francisco, 1982

13 A Introduction to Cosmology
Jones and Bartlet, Boston, 1983

*14A Preshit (The One Who Was Sent)
(in Marathi)
Mauj Printing Bureau, Bombay, 1983

15E Gravitation and Relativistic
Astrophysics
(Proceedings of the Ahmedabad Workshop,
1982;
Co-editors : A.R. Prasanna and C.V.
Vishveshwara)
Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore,
1984

16T LA Struttura Dell’ Universo
(in Italian : translation of 4A by Gianluigi
Mainardi)
Piccola Biblioteca Einaudi, Rome, 1984

17A Vigyan Manav Aur Brahmand (Science,
Man and the Cosmos)
(in Hindi)
Rajpal and Sons, Delhi, 1985

18A From Black Clouds T o Black Holes
World Scientific Publishing Company,
Singapore, 1985

19E A Random Walk in General Relativity
and Cosmology
(Festschrift for Professors P.C. Vaidya and
A.K. Raychaudhuri; co-editors : N.K.
Dadhich, J. Krishna Rao and C.V.
Vishveshwara) Wiley Eastern, New Delhi,
1985

*20A Antaralatala Bhasmasur  (Bhasmasur in
Space)
(in Marathi)
Shrividya Prakashan, Pune, 1985

21A A Journey Through the  Universe

National Book Trust’s Nehru Bal-

Pustakalaya, New Delhi, 1986

22T Struktura Wszechs’Wiata

(in Polish: translation of 4A by Adam

Mazurkiewicz)

Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe,

Warsaw, 1985

23T Violent Phenomena in the Universe

(in Russian: translation of 11A by G.V.

Budnika)

Mir Publications, Moscow, 1985

24T The Lighter Side of Gravity

(in Russian : translation of 12A by G.I.

Blinnikova)

Mir Publications, Moscow, 1985

*25T Dhoomketu (The Comet)

(in Hindi : short stories from 7A and 20A

translated by Rekha Deshpande)

Rajpal and sons, Delhi, 1986.

26A Gravity , Gauge Theories And Quantum

Cosmology

(Co-author : T. Padmanabhan)

D. Reidel, Dordrecht, 1986

*27A Vaman Parat Na Ala (Vaman did not

return)

(in Marathi)

Mauj Printing Bureau, Bombay, 1986

28T The Lighter side of Gravity

(in Japanese : translation of 12A by K.

Nakamura)

Nikkei Science, Inc, Tokyo, 1986)

29T Une Gravitation Sans Gravite

(in French : translation of 12 A by Jean-

Pierre Maury) Payot, Paris, 1986
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*30T Troyno Ghodo (The T rojan Horse)
(in Gujarati : short stories from 7A and 20A
translated by Bharat Pathak) Gurjar
Grantharathan Karyalaya, 1987

31T Le Estructura Del Universo
(in Spanish : Translation of 4A by Artur
Klein)
Alienza Editorial, Madrid, 1987

32T  Fens ‘ Menos Violentos en el universo
(in Spanish : translation of 11A by Artur
Klein)
Alienza Editorial, Madrid, 1987.

*33A Agantuk (The guest)
(in Hindi)
Rajpal and Sons, Delhi, 1988

34A The Primeval Universe
Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1988

*35A The Return of V aman
Ravi Dayal Publisher, Delhi, 1988

36A Vishvachi Sahal (A Journey Through the
Universe)
(in Marathi)
National Book Trust’s Nehru Bal-
Pustakalaya, New Delhi, 1988

37E Highlights in Gravitation and
Cosmology
(Proceedings of ICGC-87; co-editors : B.R.
lyer, A. Kembhavi, and C.V. Vishveshwara)
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1988

38A The Frontier Between Physics and
Astronomy
(IIT Madras Series in Science and
Engineering)
Macmillan India Limited, Delhi, 1989

39T Vishvani Utpatti (Origin of the Universe)
(In Gujarati : translated by J. J. Rawal)
Parichaya Trust, Bombay, 1989

40T The Physics Astronomy Frontier
(in Chinese: translation of 8A by Xiang Tao

He) Beijing, 1989.

41T The lighter side of Gravity
(in Greek : translation of 12 A by Andreas

I. Kathetas)

Bibliotheka Groxalia, Athens, 1989.

42A Brahmand Ki Kuchh Jhalaken (A Few
Glimpses of the Universe)

(in Hindi)

Madhya Pradesh Hindi Granth Akademi,

Bhopal, 1990

43A Vidnyanachi Garuda Jhep (The Leap-
frogging of Science)
(in Marathi)

Shrividya Prakashan, Pune, 1990

44A Vidnyan Ani Vaidnyanik (the Science
and the Scientists)

(in Marathi)

Shrividya Prakashan, Pune, 1990.

45A Taronki Jeevan Gatha (The Life S tory
of Stars)
(in Hindi)

Read and Learn Series of NCERT, Delhi,

1990

*46TA A Lokamu (From other worlds)
(in Telegu : translation of 14A by Sujanadevi

Acharya)

Orient Longman, Hyderabad, 1990.

*47T Vaman Nahin Laut a
(in Hindi : translation of 27A by Prabhakar

Machwe)

Rajpal and Sons, Delhi, 1990

48T From Black Clouds  to Black Holes
(in Japanese : translation of Tadaoki

Yoneyama and Kenji Urata)

Maruzen Co. Ltd., Tokyo, 1990
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*49T Yakshop ahar (The gif t of the yakshas)
(in Hindi : translation of a collection of
Marathi stories from 7 A and 20A by Sunita
Paranjape)
Bharatiya Gyanapeetha Prakashan, 1991

50T Vishvayan (The Cosmic Spaceship)
(in Kannada : translation of 21A by G.T.
Narayana Rao), 1991

51E Vidnyanache Rachayite (The Creators
of Science)
(in Marathi : series of 12 booklets on famous
scientist by R.V. Sovni)
Oxford University Press, Bombay, 1991

*52A The Message From Aristarchus
Clarion Books, New Delhi, 1992

53A Ganitatalya Gamati-Jamati
(Recreations in Mathematics)
(In Marathi)
Manovikas Prakashan, Bombay 1992

54A Vishvachi Rachana (The Origin of the
Universe )
(in Marathi)
Wiley Eastern, Delhi 1992

*55A Antaralatil Sphot (The Cosmic
Explosion)
(Science Fiction Novel in Marathi; also
translated in English under the title
‘Antarikshamein Visphot’ by Surekha
Panandikar)
Sahitya Akademi, Delhi, 1992

56A Astrofisica (Astrophysics)
(in Italian)
Jaca Book, 1992

57E Philosophy of Science : Perspectives
from Natural and Social Sciences
(Co-editors : Indu Banga and Chhanda
Gupta)
Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Simla
and Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers,
Delhi, 1992

58A Introduction to Cosmology (2nd Edition)

Cambridge University Press 1993

Also published by Foundation Books, New

Delhi, 1993

59E Astronomy in India : Past, Present and

Future

(Co-editor : R. Kochhar)

IUCAA, Pune and IIA, Bangalore, 1993

60A Shodh (Invention)

(In Marathi)

(Edited and published by Dr. Chitra Naik,

Indian Institute of Educaiton, Pune, 1993)

61A Antaralatil Suras Ani Chamatkarik

Goshti

(Interesting and wondorous happenings in

the sky)

(in Marathi)

(edited and published by Dr. Chitra Naik,

Indian Institute of Education, Pune, 1993)

*62A Time Machinechi Kimaya (Miracle of

the Time Machine)

(in Marathi)

Srividya Prakashan, Pune, 1994

63A Ganit achi Gosht  (The T ale of

Mathematics )

Co-author : M.J. Narlikar

(in Marathi)

(published by Saronjini  Babar in Samaj

Shikshan Mala, 529, Pune, 1994)

64E Srushti Vidnyan Gatha : Ekvisavya

Shatakacha Sangati

(World Science Saga-Companion of the 21st

Century )

(in Marathi)

(edited by J.V. Narlikar, authored by

Shriram Geet and published by Rajhans

Prakashan, Pune, 1994)
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65A Postkardatun Vidnyan
(Science through Postcards)
(in Marathi)
Marathi Vidnyan Parishad, Mumbai, 1995)

66T Mahabishye Bhraman :
(in Bengali : translation of 21A by Ishani
Raychoudhury)
National Book Trust, New Delhi, 1995

67T Antariksha Bisphoran :
(In Bengali : translation of Antaralateel Sphot
by Manabendra Bandyopadhyay)
Sahitya Academy , New Delhi, 1995

68A From Black Clouds T o Black Holes –
Second Edition
World Scientific Publishing Co., Singapore,
1995

69T Brahmanand Ki Yatra
(in Hindi : translation of 21A by Krishna
Kumar)
National Book Trust, New Delhi, 1995

70E Proceedings of the Sixth Asian – Pacific
Regional Meeting of Astronomy of the
International Astronomical Union
Eds. J.V. Narlikar, N.K. Dadhich, V.K.
Kapahi and G.Swarup, 1995

*71A Virus
(in Marathi)
Mauj Prakashan Griha, Bombay, 1996

72A Cosmology and Action at a Distance
Electrodynamics
(Co-author : Fred Hoyle)
World Scientific Publishing Co., Singapore,
1996

73A Elements of Cosmology
Educational Monograph of the Jawaharlal
Nehru Centre for Advanced
Scientific Research, Bangalore
Universities Press, Hyderabad, 1996

74A The Lighter Side of Gravtiy
Revised Second Edition
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1996

75E Astronomy in India : A Perspective
(Co-author : Rajesh Kochhar)
A Diamond Jubilee Publication of the Indian
National Science Academy, New Delhi.

76E Special Section on Professor
Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar
Current Science, Volume 70 No. 9, 1996

77E Some Aspects of Gravitation and
Cosmology
Published by IUCAA, 1996

*78T Mahajagatic Bishforon
(in Bengali : Translation of articles and
science fiction stories )
Shaibya Prakashan Bibhag, Calcutta, 1997

79E Physics of Comets
Book in the Astronomy and Astrophysics
Series, by K.S. Krishna Swamy
World Scientific Publishing Co., Singapore,
1997

80E Solar And Interplanetary Disturbances
Book in the Astronomy and Astrophysics
Series, by S.K. Alurkar
World Scientific Publishing Co., Singapore,
1997

81A Aakashashi Jadale Nate (Popular
Account of Astronomy)
(in Marathi)
Rajhans Prakashan, Pune, 1998

82A Yala Jeevan Aise Nav (That is Life!)
(In Marathi)
Shrividya Prakashan, Pune, 1998

83E Gravit aiton and Relativity : At the Turn
of Millennium
(Co-editor : Naresh Dadhich)
Proceedings of the GR-15 Conference, held
at IUCAA, Pune, India during December 16-
21, 1997
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84T Lzejsza Strona Grawitacji
(in Polish : translation of 73A by Jerzy
Lewinski)
Wydawnictwo Amber Sp.z.o.o.1998

85T Atithi
(in Malayalam : translation of 14A by K.
Krishnan Kutty )
D.C. Books, Kottayam, 1998

86A Motion and Gravity
Book in the Exploratory Series,
Shekhar Phatak & Associates, Pune, 1999

87A Quasars and Active Galactic Nuclei : An
Introduction
(Co-author: Ajit K. Kembhavi)
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1999

88A Seven Wonders of the Cosmos
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1999

89A A Different Approach to Cosmology
(Co-authors : Fred Hoyle and Geoffrey
Burbidge)
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
2000

90T Maha Viswe Mahakashe
(In Bengali : translation of a collection of
science essays on astronomy and
astrophysics)
Shaibya Prakashan Bibhag, Calcutta, 2000

91T Las Siete Maravillas Del Cosmos
(in Spanish : translation of 88A by Dulcinea
Otero Pineiro and
David  Galadi-Enriquez)
Cambridge University Pres, Cambridge,
2000

92T A Cosmic Adventure
(in English : translation of 81A by M.J.
Narlikar)
Rajhans Prakashan, Pune, 2000

93T Virus
(in Hindi : translation of 71A by J.V. Narlikar)
Rajkamal Prakashan Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi,
2000

94T The Lighter Side of Gravity
(in Greek : translation of 74A)
Katoptro Publications, Greece, 2000

95T Science Through Post-Cards
(in English : translation of 65A by M.J.
Narlikar)
Marathi Vidnyan Parishad,  Mumbai, 2001

96T DIE siebern wunder des universums
(in German : translation of 88A by von
Helmut Mennicken)
Roger & Bernhard  Gmbh & Co., Germany,
2001

97T Seven Wonders of the cosmos
(in Chinese : translation of 88A)
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
2001

98A Fun and Fundamentals of Mathematics
(Co-author : Mangala J. Narlikar)
Universities Press (India) Ltd., Hyderabad,
2001

99A Antaral Ani Vidnyan (Space and
Science)
(in Marathi)
Navachaitanya Prakashan, Mumbai, 2002

*100A Abhayaranya (Sanctuary)
(inMarathi)
Mouj Prakashan, Mumbai, 2002

101A An Introduction to Cosmology (Third
Edition)
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
2002

102T Seven Wonders of the Cosmos
(in Greek : translation of 88A)

P. Travlos Publishers, Greece, 2002
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103T Seven Wonder of the cosmos

(in Bulgarian : translation of 88A)

Press Syndicate of the University of

Cambridge, U.K., 2002

104T A Journey Through the Universe

(in Oriya : translation of 21A)

National Book Trust, India, New Delhi, 2003

105A Virus

Scholastic India Pvt Ltd.,  Gurgaon, 2003

106A The Scientific Edge

Penguin Books India (p) Ltd., New Delhi,

2003

107T Le Sette Meraviglie Del Cosmo
(in Italian : translation of 88A)
Codice Edizioni, Torino, 2004

108A Khagol Shastra : Prasnotare
(Astronomy : Question Answer)
(in Marathi)
Marathi Vidnyan Parishad, Mumbai, 2004

109A Black Holes
National Book Trust, India, New Delhi, 2005

110A Tales of the Future
Witness Books, Delhi, 2005

111T Bharat Ki V igyan – Yatra
(in Hindi : translation of 106A by Vinod
Kumar Mishra)
Prabhat Prakashan, New Delhi, 2005

112T Goodbye V aman
(in Telugu : translation of 27A by Sujanadevi
Acharya)
Sahitya Akademi, Bangalore, 2005

Source :  Narlikar’s Home Page
http://meghnad.iucaa/ernet.in/~jvn/jvn-bk.html

q
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Publications of J.V . Narlikar (01)

References Authors Dates Titles
1. 2000GReGr... 32. 109IN J.V. Narlikar. 06/2000 Structure Formation in

the Quasi-Steady State
Cosmology.

2. 2000AJ....119.2583B S.K. Banerjee, Narlikar 06/2000 Possible Interpretations
J.V. Narlikar, F. Hoyle, of the Magnitude-
N.C. Wickramasinghe, Redshift Relation for
G. Burbidge. Supernovae of Type IA.

3. 2000IAUSS..24E..32N J.V. Narlikar. 02/2000 Third-World Networking
4. 2000IAUSS..204E..33H F. Hoyle, G. Burbidge, 00/2000 The Infrared Background

N.C. Wickramasinghe, Predicted in the Quasi-
J.V. Narlikar. Steady State

Cosmology (QSSC).
5. 2000dac..conf....H F. Hoyle, G. Burbidge, 00/2000 A different approach to

J.V. Narlikar. cosmology : from a
static universe through
the big bang towards
reality.

6. 1999MNRAS. 310..912B Banerjee, K. Shyamal, 12/1999 Erratum : The quasi-
J.V. Narlikar steady-state cosmology

:a study of angular size
against redshift.

7. 1999ApJ...525...10N Ali Nayeri, Sunu Engineer, 11/1999 Structure Formation in
J.V. Narlikar, F. Hoyle. the Quasi-Steady State

Cosmology : A Toy
Model.

8. 1999SSRv ...87 ..54IN J.V. Narlikar. 00/1999 C.H. Lineweaver, J.C.
T. Bartlett, A.
Blanchard, M. Signore
and J. Silk (eds.), The
Cosmic Microwave
Background, NATO ASI
Series C,  Vol. 502,

9. 1999SSRv ...87 ..540N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1999 M.N. Bremer, N.
Jackson and I. Perez-
Fournon (eds.),
Observational
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Cosmology with the New
Radio Surveys,
Astrophysics and
Space
Science Library, Vol.
226.

10. 1999qagn.conf.....K Ajit K. Kembhavi, J.V. 00/1999 Quasars and active
Narlikar. galactic nuclei : an

introduction.
11. 1999PhT....52d..38B G. Burbidge, F. Hoyle, 00/1999 A different approach to

J.V. Narlikar. cosmology.
12. 1999oep..conf..319N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1999 Spinning Universes in

Newtonian Cosmology
13. 1999IAUS..183..277N J.V. Narlikar 00/1999 An Alternative

Cosmology : The QSSC
14. 1999CR2...327..825P J.C. Pecker, J. Silk, 00/1999 Un débat majeur : la

J.V. Narlikar cosmologie DU “Big
Bang”. A major debate :
the Big Bang
cosmology.

15. 1999bhgr.conf..509N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1999 Mach’s Principle in
Electrodynamics and
Inertia.

16. 1998SPIE.3441...301N J.V. Narlikar, S. Ramadurai, 07/1998 Search for living cells in
Pushpa S.V. Bhargava, stratospheric samples.
Damle, N.C.
Wickramasinghe, David
Lioyd, F. Hoyle, Wallis,
H. Daryl.

17. 1998ntat.coll...32N J.V. Narlikar, N.C. Rana. 00/1998 India
18. 1999HiA...11..93IN J.V. Narlikar. 00/1998 Networking of

Astronomy Institutions
in the Third World
Countries.

19. 1998grtm.conf....D Naresh Dadhich, 00/1998 Gravitation and
J.V. Narlikar Relativity : At the turn of

the Millennium.
20. 1998BASI...26..609N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1998 Crucial tests in

cosmology.
21. 1997ApJ...487...69B Banerjee, K. Shyamal, 09/1997 The Quasi-Steady State

J.V. Narlikar. Cosmology : A Problem
of Stability.

22. 1997ApJ...482L. 119N J.V. Narlikar, H.C. Arp. 06/1997 Time Dilation in the
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Supernova Light Curve
and the Variable Mass
Hypothesis.

23. 1997MNRAS.286..173H F. Hoyle, G. Burbidge, 03/1997 On the Hubble constant
J.V. Narlikar. and the cosmological

constant.
24. 1997BASI...25...37N H.C. Arp, J.V. Narlikar, 03/1997 High energy radiation

H.D. Radecke from the center of the
local supercluster.

25. 1997IAUJD..20E...32N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1997 Networking between
Institutions in the Third
World.

26. 1997AdSpR..20.140IN J.V. Narlikar, N.C. Rana. 00/1997 Education in astronomy
and astrophysics : the
indian experience.

27. 1996BASI...24..835N J.V. Narlikar. 12/1996 The Hubble constant.
28. 1996A&A...313..703S R. Sachs, J.V. Narlikar, 09/1996 The quasi-steady state

F. Hoyle. cosmology : analytical
solutions of field
equations and their
relationship to
observations.

29. 1996sagc.conf.....N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1996 Some aspects of
gravitation and
cosmology.

30. 1996Isg..book.....N F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar. 00/1996 Lectures on cosmology
and action at a distance
electrodynamics.

31. 1996IAUS..168..555D D. Duari, P. Dasgupta, 00/1996 Peaks and Periodicities
J.V. Narlikar. in  the Redshift

Distribution
of Quasi-Stellar Object.

32. 1996IAUS..168..329H F. Hoyle, G. Burbidge, 00/1996 The Quasi-Steady State
J.V. Narlikar. Cosmology.

33. 1996elco.book.....N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1996 Elements of cosmology.
34. 1996ComAp..18..275B J.S. Bagla, T. Padmanabhan, 00/1996 Crisis in cosmology :

J.V. Narlikar observational constraints
on OMEGA and H0.

35. 1996Ap&SS.244..177N J.V. Narlikar 00/1996 Anomalous redshifts and
the variable mass
hypothesis.

36. 1995MNRAS.277L...IH F. Hoyle, G. Burbidge, 11/1995 The quasi-steady-state
J.V. Narlikar cosmology : a note on
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criticisms by E.L.
Wright.

37. 1995BASI...23..259N J.V. Narlikar. 09/1995 Absorber theory of
radiation in expanding
universes.

38. 1995JApAS..16...87N J.V. Narlikar, F. Hoyle, 06/1995 Quasi Steadystate
G. Burbidge. Cosmology.

39. 1995SSRv...73..436P T. Padmanabhan, 00/1995 Book-Review-Structure
J.V. Narlikar. Formation in the

Universe.
40. 1995QB18.K64...... Rajesh Kochhar, 00/1995 Astronomy in India : a

Jayant Vishnu Narlikar. perspective.

41. 1995mpfn.conf.250N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1995 Direct Particle
Formulation of Mach’s
Principle

42. 1995JApAS..16.....K V.K. Kapahi, 00/1995 Proceedings of the Sixth
N.K. Dadhich, G. Swarup, Asian / Pacific Regional
J.V. Narlikar. Meeting on Astronomy/

I.A.U.
43. 1995bctb.book.....N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1995 From black clouds to

black holes.
44. 1994JRASC..88..411N J.V. Narlikar. 12/1994 Book-Review-

Introduction to
Cosmology.

45. 1994A&A...289..729H F. Hoyle, G. Burbidge, 09/1994 Further astrophysical
J.V. Narlikar. quantities expected in a

quasi-steady state
Universe.

46. 1994SSRv...69..413N J.V. Narlikar, Y. Neeman. 08/1994 Book-Review-
Introduction to
Cosmology - ED.2.

47. 1994MNRAS.269.1152H F. Hoyle, G. Burbidge, 08/1994 Erratum-Astrophysical
J.V. Narlikar. Deductions from the

Quasi Steadystate
Cosmology.

48. 1994Obs...114...66N J.V. Narlikar, A.R. Liddle. 04/1994 Book-Review-
Introduction to
Cosmology.

49. 1994MNRAS. 267.1007H F. Hoyle, G. Burbidge, 04/1994 Astrophysical Deductions
J.V. Narlikar. from the Quasi

Steadystate Cosmology.
50. 1994S&T....87...58N J.V. Narlikar. 01/1994 Book-Review-
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Introduction to
Cosmology.

51. 1994IAUS..159..293B G. Burbidge, F. Hoyle, 0/1994 Quasi-Steady State
J.V. Narlikar. Cosmology.

52. 1993Sci...262..594N 10/1993 Books-Received-the
Eye of Heaven-Ptolemy
Copernicus Kepler (O.
Gingerich) Books-
Received Introduction to
Cosmology.

53. 1993MNRAS.264.489D P. Das-Gupta, J.V. Narlikar. 09/1993 Gravitational Waves from
Mini-Creation Events.

54. 1993JBAA..103..139N J.V. Narlikar. 06/1993 Books-Received-
Introduction to
Cosmology.

55. 1993ApJ...410..437H F. Hoyle, G. Burbidge, 06/1993 A quasi-steady state
J.V. Narlikar. cosmological model with

creation of matter.
56. 1993ApJ...405...5IN J.V. Narlikar, Halton Arp. 03/1993 Flat spacetime

cosmology - A unified
framework for
extragalactic redshifts.

57. 1993SSRv...63...393N J.V. Narlikar, J.H. Schwarz. 00/1993 Book-Review -
Elementary Particles and
the Universe

58. 1993QB981.N3...... J.V. Narlikar. 00/1993 Introduction to
cosmology.

59. 1993obco.symp...623H F. Hoyle, G. Burbidge, 00/1993 A Quasi-Steady State
J.V. Narlikar. Cosmological Model.

60. 1993itc..book....N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1993 Introduction to
cosmology.

61. 1993inco.book....N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1993 Introduction to
Cosmology

62. 1992InISJ..72..273N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1993 The mystery of redshift
periodicities.

63. 1992Natur.357..287A H.C. Arp, G. Burbidge, 05/1992 Big-Bang Continued.
F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar,

64. 1992BASI...20..157N J.V. Narlikar. 03/1992 Strengths and
weaknesses of the big
bang cosmology.

65. 1992ApJ...384...35D Debiprosad Duari, Patrick D. 01/1992 Statistical tests of peaks
Gupta, J.V. Narlikar. and periodicities in the

observed redshift
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distribution of quasi-
stellar objects.

66. 199IJApA...12....7N J.V. Narlikar, J. -C. 03/1991 Some consequences of a
Pecker, J.P. Vigier spatially varying

cosmological constant in
a spherically symmetric
distribution of matter.

67. 199INewSc1758...48N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1991 What if the big bang
didn’t happen?

68. 199IMmSAI..62...519N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1991 The role of quantum
phenomena in our
understanding of the
universe.

69. 1991ARA&A..29..325N J.V. Narlikar, 00/1991 Inflation for astronomers.
T. Padmanabhan.

70. 1990ApJS...74..675B G. Burbidge, A. Hewitt, J.V. 11/1990 Associations between
Narlikar, P. Das Gupta quasi-stellar objects and

galaxies.
71. 1990BASI...18..171N J.V. Narlikar 09/1990 Binary stars as tests of

gravity theory.
72. 1990Natur..346..807A H.C. Arp. G. Burbidge, F. 08/1990 The extragalatic

Hoyle, N.C. Wickramasing he, universe-an alternative
J.V. Narlikar. view.

73. 1990teas.conf...342N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1990 A Series of Astronomy
Programs for Television
in India

74. 1990teas.conf....7N J.V. Narlikar 00/1990 Curriculum for the
Training of Astronomers.

75. 1990AN....311..4251 B.R. lyer, A.Kembhavi, J.V. 00/1990 Book-Review-
Narlikar, C.V. Highlights in Gravitation
Vishveshwara, S. Gottlober. and Cosmology.

76. 1989Obs...109..2011 B.R. lyer, A. Kembhavi, J.V. 10/1989 Book-Review-
Narlikar, C.V. Highlights in Gravitation
Vishveshwara, B.F. Schutz. and Cosmology-

Conference - Goa India-
1987DEC.

77. 1989Obs. 109..198N J.V. Narlikar; B. Carr. 10/1989 Book-Review-the
Primeval Universe.

78. 1989SSRv...50..523N J.V. Narlikar. 08/1989 Noncosmological
redshifts.

79. 1989JBAA...99..1961 B.R. lyer, A. Kembhavi, J.V. 08/1989 Book-Review-
Narlikar, C.V. Vishveshwar. Highlights in Gravitation

and Cosmology.
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80. 1989S&T....77..272N J.V. Narlikar. 03/1989 Book-Review-the
Primeval Universe.

81. 1989ApJ...338...44N D. Narasimha, J.V. Narlikar. 03/1989 A Doppler interpretation
for close pairs and
compact groups of
quasars.

82. 1988Sci...242..452N J.V. Narlikar. 10/1988 Book-Review-the
Primeval Universe.

83. 1988JBAA...98..259N J.V. Narlikar, F. Vincent. 08/1988 Book-Review-the
Primeval Universe.

84. 1988JBAA...98..212N J.V. Narlikar. 06/1988 Book-Review-the
Primeval Universe.

85. 1988AJ.....95....5D P. Dasgupta, J.V. Narlikar, 01/1988 The counting of radio
G.R. Burbidge. sources-Is evolution

necessary?
86. 1988QB981.N33..... J.V. Narlikar. 00/1988 The primeval universe.
87. 1988MNSSA..47..163N J.V. Narlikar, G.F.R. Ellis. 00/1988 Book-Review-the

Primeval Universe.
88. 1988cup..book.....I B.R. lyer, C.V. 00/1988 Highlights in gravitation

Vishveshwar, J.V. Narlikar, and cosmology.
Ajit K. Kembhavi

89. 1987Obs...107..169N J.V. Narlikar, 08/1987 Book Review - Gravity
T. Padmanabhan, J. Peacock. Gauge Theories and

Quantum Cosmology.
90. 1987S&T....73..508N J.V. Narlikar, 05/1987 Book Review - Gravity

T. Padmanabhan Gauge Theories and
Quantum Cosmology.

91. 1987SSRv...46..201N J.V. Narlikar, 00/1987 Book Review - Gravity
T. Padmanabhan, Gauge Theories and
A. Achterberg. Quantum Cosmology.

92. 1987IAUS..124..447N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1987 Alternative cosmologies.
93. 1987ApL....25R. 263D N. Dadhich, J. Krishna Rao, 00/1987 Book-Review-a

 J.V. Narlikar, Random Walk in
C.V. Visheveshwar. Relativity and

Cosmology.
94. 1986coec.conf...81N J.V. Narlikar. 11/1986 The lighter side of

gravity.
95. 1986Natur.323..185S P.A. Shaver, G.A. 09/1986 The Statics of Quasar

Burbidge, J.V. Narlikar, A. Pairs.
Hewitt.

96. 1986Ap&SS.125..417D N. Dadhich. R.J. 08/1986 Book Review-a
Krishna, J.V. Narlikar, C.V. Random Walk in
Vishveshwara, A. Meszaros. Relativity and

Cosmology.
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97. 1986S&T....71..577N J.V. Narlikar. 06/1986 Book-Review-from
Black Clouds to Black-
Holes.

98. 1986JApA....7...99H F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar. 06/1986 The luminosity-volume
test and the local
hypothesis of quasars.

99. 1986Sci...231.1613N J.V. Narlikar. 03/1986 Book-Review-from Black
Clouds to Black Holes.

100. 1986S&T...71..263D D. Dadhich, J. Krishna- 03/1986 Book-Review-a Random
Rao, J.V. Narlikar, C.V. Walk in Relativity and
Vishveshwara. Cosmology.

101. 1986BASI...14...66d N. Dadhich, J. Krishna 03/1986 Book-Review-a Randon
Rao, J.V. Narlikar, C.V. Walk in Relativity and
Vishveswara, T. Consomology
Padmanabhan.

102 19861AUS...119...463N . 00/1986 N o n c o s m o l o g i c a l
redshifts.

103 1986HiA...3...N J.V. Narlikar, T. 00/1986 Gravity, gauge theories
Padmanabhan, Thanu and quantum cosmology.

104 1985JApA...6..17IN J.V. Narlikar, T. 12/1985 On a nonlinear and
Padmanabhan Lorentz-invariant version

of Newtonian gravitation.
II.

105 1985Natur.317..413B G.R. Burbidge, J.V. 10/1985 The statistical
Narlikar, A. Hewitt. significance of close pairs

of QSOs.
106 1985A& A...151...264N J.V. Narlikar, 10/1985 The statistical

K. Subramanian significance of a large
quasar inhomogeneity in
the sky

107 1985S&T..70..227N J.V. Narlikar, E. Harrison. 09/1985 Book-Review-Introduction
to Cosmology.

108 1985 Natur.315..611P A.R. Prasanna, J.V. 06/1985 Book-Review-Gravitation
Narlikar, C.V. and Relativistic
Vishveshwara Astrophysics.

109 1985MNRAS.213..657N J.V. Narlikar, N.C. Rana 04/1985 Newtonian N-body
calculations of the
advance of Mercury’s
periohelion

110 1985JApA..6..75N J.V. Narlikar. 03/1985 C o r r i g e n d u m -
Nonconservation of
Baryons in Cosmology-
Revisited.
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111 1985BASI...13..94K T.Kogure, D. 03/1985 Notes and News.
Bhattacharya, J.V. Narlikar

112 1985BASI..13..IN J.V. Narlikar 03/1985 The very early universe-
Problems and
perspectives.

113 1985ApJ..288..43N J.V. Narlikar, T.R. Seshadri 01/1985 Counterimages in closed
elliptical Fridmann
universes

114 1985QB801.N29.. J.V. Narlikar 00/1985 From black clouds to
black holes

115 1984JApA..5..495N J.V. Narlikar, S.M. Chitre 12/1984 Faster-than-light motion
in quasars.

116 1984A&A..139..289C S.M.Chitre, J.V. Narlikar, K. 10/1984 3C 273-A gravitationally
Subramanian, D. Narasimha lensed quasar?

117 1984Ap&SS.103..371N J.V. Narlikar, N.C. 08/1984 The radiation of
Wickramasinghe, F. Hoyle microwaves and infrared

by slender graphite
needles.

118 1984 AP& SS.103..371H F.Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar, 08/1984 The Radiaiton of
N.C. Wickramasinghe Microwaves and Infrared

by Slender Graphite
Needles.

119 1984Sci...224..768N J.V. Narlikar 05/1984 Book-Review-
Introduction to
Cosmology.

120 1984 Natur.308.14IN J.V. Narlikar, M. Rowan- 03/1984 Book-Review
Robinson. Introduction to

Cosmology
121 1984JApA..5..67N J.V. Narlikar 03/1984 Nonconservation of

baryons in cosmology
Revisited

122 1984BASI..12..IN J.V. Narlikar 03/1984 Noncosmological
redshifts.

123 1984S&T..67..334N J.V. Narlikar 00/1984 Book-Review-
Introduction to
Cosmology

124 1984QB461.N34.. J.V. Narlikar 00/1984 Violent phenomena in
the universe.

125 1984aprm.conf.281N J.V. Narlikar 00/1984 Some Aspects of
Modern Cosmology

126 1984Apl..24..114N J.V. Narlikar, J.F. Dolan. 00/1984 Book-Review-Violent
Phenomena in the
Universe.
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127 1983BASI..11..297N J.V. Narlikar, T. Padmanabhan 12/1983 Quantum cosmology as
a cure for the three
ailments of classical
cosmology.

128 1983PhLA..99..75N J.V. Narlikar, N.C. Rana 11/1983 Cosmic microwave
background spectrum in
the Hoyle-Narlikar
cosmology.

129 1983Obs..103..266N J.V. Narlikar, D.J. Raine 10/1983 Book-Review-the Lighter
Side of Gravity.

130. 1983ApJ. 273..44N J.V. Narlikar, 10/1983 A single exhaust model
K. Subramanian for backward emision in

Doppler quasars.
131. 1983icrc..12..IN  J.V. Narlikar 08/1983 Radiation backgrounds

and their cosmological
implications

132 1983qgl..conf.389S K. Subramanian, 06/1983 A single exhaust model
J.V. Narlikar for backward emission

in fast moving quasars.
133 1983PhLA..96..107N J.V. Narlikar 06/1983 Elimination of the

standard big bang
singularity and particle
horizon through quantum
conformal fluctuations.

134. 1983A&A..118.154N J.V. Narlikar, G. Burbidge 02/1983 The contribution of
quasi-stellar objects to
the cosmic X-ray
background.

135. 1983S&T..65..242N J.V. Narlikar 00/1983 Book-Review-the Lighter
Side of Gravity

136 1983QB981.N3... J.V. Narlikar 00/1983 Introduction to
cosmology.

137 1983Obs...103Q.270N J.V. Narlikar, J.D. Barrow 00/1983 Book-Review -Violent
Phenomena in the
Universe.

138 1983Mercu.12..88N J.V. Narlikar, A. Fraknoi. 00/1983 Book-Review-the Lighter
Side of Gravity.

139 1982Natur..300..563N J.V. Narlikar, H.Bondi 12/1982 Book-Review- the
Lighter Side of Gravity.

140 1982JApA. 3.393R J.J. Rawal, J.V. Narlikar 12/1982 On a nonlinear and
Lorentz-invariant version
of Newtonian gravitation.
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141 1982BASI..10...356N J.V. Narlikar, V.K. Kapahi, 12/1982 Book Reviews:
N.B. Sanwal, A.W. Progress in Cosmology
Wolfendale, D.S. Extragalactic Radio
Heeschen, C.M. Sources (IAU

Symposium)
Wade, Kopal Zdenek, n0.97); Binary and
Jurgen Rahe. Multiple Stars as Tracers

of Stellar Evolution (IAU
Colloquium n0.69).

142 1982Ap&SS.87..333N J.V. Narlikar, 10/1982 Nucleosynthesis in
K.M.V Apparao. bouncing cosmologies

143 1982BASI..10..256V M.S. Vardya, J.V. Narlikar 09/1982 B Stars with and without
Anne B. Underhill, Vera Emission Lines; The
Doazan, Firth F. Anson Cosmology of Infinity

144 1982ApJ..260..469N J.V. Narlikar K. Subramanian 09/1982 Observational limitations
of the Doppler theory of
quasars.

145 1982Natur.298.103N J.V. Narlikar, W.D. Press. 07/1982 Book-Review-Violent
Phenomena in the
Universe

146 1982JBAA..92.206N J.V. Narlikar 06/1982 Book-Review-Violent
Phenomena in the
Universe.

147 1982Obs..102..51H F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar, 04/1982 Book-Review-the
R.C. Smith Physics- Astronomy

Frontier
148 1982 Natur. 295. 667P T. Padmanabhan, 02/1982 Quantum conformal

J.V. Narlikar fluctuations in a singular
space-time

149 1982JBAA..92..100H F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar, 02/1982 Book-Review-the
J. Mitton Physics- Astronomy

Frontier
150 1982Ap&SS.81..397A K.M.V. Apparao, 01/1982 Massive oscillators as

J.V. Narlikar cosmic energy sources
151 1982vpu..book..N J.V. Narlikar 00/1982 Violent phenomena in

the universe.
152 1982SSRv...31...120H F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar, 00/1982 Book Review-the

Physics
J. Kleczek. - Astronomy Frontier.

153 1982Sci..218.1216N J.V. Narlikar 00/1982 Book-Review-the Lighter
Side of Gravity.

154 1982S&T..63..44H F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar, 00/1982 Book-Review-the
H.L. Shipman Phys ics /As t ronomy

Frontier.
155 1982Natur..295Q.461H F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar, J. Silk. 00/1982 B o o k - R e v i e w - t h e

Phys ics /As t ronomy
Frontier.
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156 1982Isg..book.N J.V. Narlikar 00/1982 The lighter side of gravity.
157 1982GriO...46..19N J.V.Narlikar, E.C. Krupp. 00/1982 Book-Review-Violent

Phenomena in the
Universe

158 1982AstQ..4. 135N J.V. Narlikar, M. Heller 00/1982 Book-Review-Relativity
and Cosmology.

159 1981JApA..2..289N J.V. Narlikar, M.G. Edmunds. 09/1981 A Doppler theory of
quasars.

160 1981GReGr..13..669P T. Padmanabhan, 07/1981 Quantum fluctuations in
J.V. Narlikar the conformally flat and

the Schwarzschild space
times.

161. 1981Sci..212..962P A.R. Prasanna, 05/1981 Book-Review-Gravitation
J.V. Narlikar, Quanta and the Universe
C.V. Vishveshwara Symposium-Ahmedabad

India-1979JAN.
162 1981 Ap&SS..74..111N J.V. Narlikar, 01/1981 An empirical approach to

G.R. Burbidge cosmology.
163 1981 Sci..212.1198H F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar 00/1981 B o o k - R e v i e w - t h e

Physics/Astronomy
Frontier

164 1981S&T..61Q439H F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar. 00/1981 B o o k - R e v i e w - t h e
Physics
Astronomy Frontier

165 1981QB860.H68.. F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar 00/1981 The quasar controversy
resolved.

166 1981 JBAA..91..415H F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar 00/1981 B o o k - R e v i e w - t h e
Physics
Astronomy Frontier

167 1980A&A..92..26C V.M. Canuto, J.R. 12/1980 The diffuse gamma-ray
Owen, J.V. Narlikar background in the Hoyle

Narlikar cosmology
168 1980ApJ..240..401N J.V. Narlikar, P.K. Das. 09/1980 Anomalous redshifts of

quasi-stellar objects
169 1980ApJ..236..6C V.M. Canuto, J.V. Narlikar 02/1980 Cosmological tests of the

Hoyle-Narlikar conformal
gravity

170 1980ApJ..235..335C S.M. Chitre, J.V. Narlikar 01/1980 Gravitational screens and
superluminal separation
in quasars

171 1980 paf..book.H F. Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar 00/1980 The physics-astronomy
frontier

172 1980IAUS..92..127N J.V. Narlikar, P.K. Das. 00/1980 Anomalous Redshifts of
QSOS.
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173 1980FCPh...6...IN J.V. Narlikar, A.K. Kembhavi 00/1980 Non-standard cosmologies.
174 1979BASI..7..125N J.V. Narlikar, C.V. 12/1979 Book-Review-General

Vishveshwara. Relativity and Cosmology
175 1979BASI..7..108N J.V. Narlikar 12/1979 Objects of High

Redshifts
176 1979PhLA..72..75N J.V. Narlikar, N.C. Rana 06/1979 Hawking process and the

cosmic microwave
background in a steady
state universe

177 1979MNRAS.187..655C S.M. Chitre, J.V. Narlikar 06/1979 On the apparent
superluminal separation
of radio source
components.

178 1979BASI..7..20N J.V. Narlikar 03/1979 Binary Pulsar and
General Relativity

179 1978GReGr..9. 1089D S.V. Dhurandhar, 12/1978 Tachyons and the
J.V. Narlikar second law of black hole

physics
180 1978BASI..6..111N J.V. Narlikar 12/1978 Nobel Recognition of

Cosmology
181 1978AmSci..66..587N J.V. Narlikar 10/1978 Cosmic tachyons-an

astrophysical collapse
and cosmology

182 1978MNRAS.183..159N J.V. Narlikar 04/1978 Quantum fluctuations in
gravitational collapse and
cosmology

183 1978Ap&SS..53..155N J.V. Narlikar, R.C. Kapoor 01/1978 The angular appearance
of white holes.

184. 1977Natur.269.129N J.V. Narlikar 09/1977 Quantum uncertainty in
the final state of
gravitational collapse

185 1977MNRAS.180.525N J.V. Narlikar, S.M. Chitre 09/1977 Applications of statistical
techniques to the angular
size-Flux density relation
for extragalactic radio
sources.

186. 1977stun.book..N J.V. Narlikar. 00/1977 The structure of the
universe

187 1977QB463.B87.. G.R. Burbidge, J.J. Perry, 00/1977 Lectures on selected
Georgii Timofeevich topics in high energy
Zatsepin, S.M. Chitre, J.V. astrophysics
Narlikar

188 1977dreu.coll.497N J.V. Narlikar 00/1977 Non-Cosmological
Redshifts.
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189 1976Natur.264.732N J.V. Narlikar, S. Ramadurai 12/1976 New test of the
cosmological nature of
QSO redshits.

190 1976BASI..4..92N J.V. Narlikar 12/1976 Report on the IAU
Symposium on Radio
Astronomy and
Cosmology.

191 1976JRASC..70..271H F.Hoyle, J.V. Narlikar 10/1976 Review of Publications:
Action at a Distance in
Physics and Cosmology.

192 1976Ap&SS.44.101C S.M. Chitre, J.V. Narlikar 09/1976 The effect of intergalactic
dust on the
measurement of the
c o s m o l o g i c a l
deceleration parameter
Q subscript zero

193 1976BASI..4..33N J.V. Narlikar, S.M. Chitre 06/1976 Winter School on High
Energy Astrophysics.

194 1976MNRAS.175..105N J.V. Narlikar, E.C.G. 04/1976 Tachyons and cosmology.
Sudarshan

195 1976ApJ..205..329B G.R. Burbidge, 04/1976 The log N-og S curve for
J.V. Narlikar 3CR radio galaxies and

the problem of identifying
faint radio galaxies.

196 1975Ap&SS.35..321N J.V. Narlikar, J.M.V. 07/1975 White holes and high
J.M.V. Apparao energy astrophysics.

197 1975Ap&SS..35L..9W N.C. Wickramasinghe, M.G. 06/1975 A dust model for the
Edmunds, S.M. Chitre, J.V. cosmic microwave
Narlikar, S. Ramadurai background

198 1975MNRAS. 171..87D P.K. Das, J.V. Narlikar 04/1975 Central gravitational
redshifts from static
massive objects.

199 1975Ap&SS.33L..45C. S.M. Chitre, J.V. Narlikar, 04/1975 Neutral currents and the
S. Ramadurai cooling of neutron stars.

200 1975BASI..3..18N J.V. Narlikar. 03/1975 Fifth Seminar on General
Relativity and Gravitation.
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Book Review

The Scientific Edge :
The Indian Scientist from V edic to Modern T imes

by
Jayant V Narlikar

Synopsis

India has a  r ich history of scient i f ic

accomplishments. In the fifth century, nearly one
millennium before Copernicus, the Indian

astronomer and mathematician Aryabhata
theorized that the earth spins on an axis.

Likewise, in the twentieth century physicist
Meghnad Saha’s ionization equation opened the
door to  stellar astrophysics. But India’s scientific

achievements have occurred as flashes of
brilliance rather than as a clear trajectory of

progress. So how did India, with its historic
university system and excellent observatories,
lose its  scientific edge ? Cosmologist, founder

director of the Inter-University Centre for

Astronomy and Astrophysics, and science fiction

author Jayant V. Narlikar tracks the highs and
lows of Indian science across the millennia,
distinguishing fact from fiction. Through a lively

narrative of breakthroughs and failures, he
explores India’s multifaceted scientific history.

Narlikar explores the glories of India’s scientific
advances and questions  the more fanciful so-
called discoveries. His essays are invigorated by

his excitement for new  findings, and he argues
passionately for preserving the true scientific

temperament instead of granting legitimacy to
such pseudosciences as astrology. Above all,

Narlikar raises issues that both the lay person

Details About Book
ISBN : 0143030280

Place of Publication : New Delhi

Publisher : Penguin Books India

Edition : 1st ed.

Year of Publication : 2003

Physical Description : 224p.

Book Format : Soft cover

language : English
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and the scientist need to consider as India seeks
to lead the world in information technology and

biotechnology.

About the Author

Jayant V . Narlikar

Jayatnt V. Narlikakr was born in Kolhapur, India,
in 1938 and received his early education at
Banaras HinduUniversity. he went to Cambridge

University for higher studies in 1957, receiving his
Ph. D in 1960 and Sc. D in 1976. After  spending

several years at Cambridge as a Fellow of King’s
College (1963-72) and as  staff member of the

Institute of Theoretical Astronomy (1966-72), he
returned to India as a professor at the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research in Mumbai

(1972-89). He  was later invited to Pune to set up
the Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and

Astrophysics, of which he was the founder director
from 1988 to 2003. A well-known cosmologist,
Narlikar has received several  awards and

recognitions, including the Padmabhushan from

the President of India for his research work. He
has  also contributed to public outreach of science,
for which he has received public recognition

including UNESCO’s Kalinga Award.

People Who Bought this also bought

n A Vedic Concordance: Maurice Bloomfield

n The Nighantu and the Nirukta (In 3 parts):
Lakshman Swarup

n Age of the Nandas and Mauryas:
K.A.  Nilakanta Sastri

n Early India Histor ical  Tradit ion and

Archaeology : G.P. Singh

n Vedic Concept of Biosphere : The Secret of
Creation, Maurice Bloomfield.

Source :
www.aggarwaloverseas.com
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Jayant  Narlikar’s book has an arresting title, and
it is an arresting  book. In a series of chapters
narlikar looks at India’s scientific heritage, its
contribution to science during the medieval and
modern periods, and the problems of helping the
country come to terms with the modern age.
Importantly, with respect to the last set of issues,
he writes as a rationalist and as a secular citizen.

Narlikar starts by discussing thereal contributions
of Ancient India to science. Among these is the
enunciation (but not proof) of Pythagoras’
theorem. This enunciation (in the Shulva Sutra)
considerably  predates  Euclid’s presentation of
both the proposition and the proof in his Elements.
Aryabhata’s and Bhaskara’s contributions are
discussed before the account ends with a mention
of the yet-fully-tapped potential of Ayurveda.

However, a truly swcientific  theory is expected
to result in a testable set of predictions. On this
criterion, Narlikar recommends that we discretely
ignore claims to the currency of highly
technological gadgets,  sophisticated knowledge
of  atomic theory and the like which are in Ancient
Indian documents. As an extreme case, there is
the question of vedic Mathematics which, on
examination, turns out to be neither Vedic in its
origins nor mathematics, if this is conceived as a
body of rigorously worked out deductions from a
few postulates.

In the section of the book examining the problems
of relating to science in modern India, Narlikar
discusses several interesting questions including
the culture of science as praxis, scientific temper,
the need for a body of  scientific journalism, and

The Scientific Edge :
The Indian Scientist from V edic to Modern T imes

by
Jayant V Narlikar

Literary Review
by

Mr. Nasir Tybji

History of Science

Our Scientific Heritage

The Scientific  Edge, written from a rationalist and secular standpoint, is an important addition to
contentious contemporary  debates,says  NASIR TYABJI.
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the  vexed  question of Vedic  astrology. Turning
to contemporary problems, he raises the  question
of the role of autonomous research institutes in
draining talent from universities, which is a factor
in the present rather sad situation in  most
universities in India.  On the question of scientific
temper, Narlikar is a convinced supporter, arguing
that generally the modern world has  led to the
greater appreciation of facts, and a refusal to
accept the  precepts of tradition merely because
it is tradition.

In the third and last section, Narlikar examines
the prospects of science in India in the future. He
starts by asking and then answering the issue  of
why astronomy should be studied in India.His
defence is two-fold. Firstly, precisely because
astronomy appears to have such an abstract
importance, its criticality for theoretical advances
is easi ly demonstrated. Astronomical
observations provide the basis, in many  cases,
for advances in mathematics, which is the basis
of advances in science in general.

In the chapter examining the possibilities of
synthesising science and religion, Narlikar makes
an interest ing comparison between the
perceptions of truth held by the two systems of
thought.  Object iv i ty and repeatabi l i ty of
experimental observations are insisted on before
a theory can be held  valid or true, while in the

sphere of religion it is the subjective experience
of a few, or even of a single individual which is
held  to be  the source of truth. Further, science
holds that each stage of  knowledge gained by
its methods is only a stage of relative truth, while
religions have a complete and uniersal truth to
transmit.

The chapters in this book are of uneven quality
and Narlikar is obviously more at ease when he
is closer to explorations of scientific reasoning.
When he ventures into socio-political issues, his
touch is less sure. So, he attributes the colonising
thrust by the European powers to their search for
“balmy climates”,  while he attributes the relative
dormancy of science in India between the 16th
and  18th Centuries to the  same balmy climate
which made l i t t le demands as far as the
requirements of daily existence were concerned.
However, these some what bizarre diversions are
overwhelmed by the importance of Narlikar’s
arguments on some of the most contentious
issues of the day, on astrology, on the absence
of scientific temper and the importance of
continued work in the basic sciences. This book
is an important addtion to the debates around
these issues and is to be  welcomed for that
reason.

The  Scientific Edge : The Indian Scientist
from V edic T o Modern T imes,  Jayant V.
Narlikar, Penguin, p. 216, Rs. 250.
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Book Review

“Severn Wonders of the Cosmos”
by

Jayant V . Narlikar ,

Cambridge University Press, 1999, Rs. 495/-

The eminent Bri t ish-Indian scient ist  and
populariser ofscience J.B.S. Haldane once
cautioned us that “The universe is not only queerer
than we supoose, it is queerer than we can
suppose”. Every culture known to us has its
cosmology, a term derived from combining two
Greek words, kosmos ,  meaning  “order, ”
“harmony,” and “the world,” and logos, signifying
“word” or “discourse”. Since the first hunter-
gatherers wondered about the heavens and drew
pictures in caves to black holes and  space time
warps, our view of the universe has undergone
tremendous changes. And the interesting thing
is that our knowledge is nowhere near complete.
Everyday, new observations confirm or refute
hypothesis and models which the scientists make
of the universe. J.V. Narlikar’s book takes us on
a fascinating journey of the cosmos as we know
it today.

Jayant Vishnu Narlikar does not need  an
introduction. He is , with the possible exception
of APJ Abdul Kalam, the best known living Indian
scientist. He is well known for his work on steady
state cosmology which is proposed as an
alternative to the generally accepted cosmological
model known as the Big Bang cosmology. He is
also a very prolific  writer and has written several

books on popular  science and even science
fiction. In fact, he won the prestigious UNESCO
Kalinga Prize of science popularisation in 1996.

The “Wonder” in the title refers to phenomenon or
objects which have mystified human beings and
have often defied explanation (though in this
context, why only seven is mysterious). Narlikar
starts his fantastic voyage from the earth, moon
and the solar system, From here, he moves
outwards and travels to the stars and the universe
as a whole. Several different phenomena are
discussed in the book including the life cycle of
stars, the death of stars and the formation of new
stars from the cosmic debris and the expansion
of the universe. We meet mysterious and amazing
inhabitants of the universe like pulsars (the
cosmic time keepers, stars which send out radio
pulses at a rate which is more regular than the
most  accurate atomic clocks) or quasars
(objects at the edge of the universe which give
out a thousand times more energy than a galaxy !)
Is the universe going to continue expanding forever
or are we doomed to a final crunch ? How much
matter is there in the universe and of what kind ?
These are some of  the other speculative topics
which Narlikar touches upon.
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Among the sciences, cosmology  holds a special
place because unlike other sciences where we
can carry out experiments, here we can only
observe the universe. Yet, it is a triumph of the
scientific method that we can yet understand the
cosmos as well as we do. The laws of physics
which we discover and test in the laboratory are
found to be valid in the whole cosmos as far as
we know. This itself is a remarkable fact that
across space and time, the laws of “nature” remain
immutable.
Ever since the infamous “Tao of Physics”, there
has been a whole genre of “pop” popular science
books which seek to trivialise the complicated and
subtle issues in science. That is not the case
with this book. Narlikar simplif ies without
trivialising and the explanations given are very lucid
and easily followed by the lay reader. His style is

extremely engrossing and user  friendly. The one
thing missing is a bibliography for further reading
which could be used by the interested  reader to
follow up on the subject of her interest. The other
major lacuna in the book is the lack of  sufficient
detail on any one topic. For that one will have to
go to a more detailed book like Wienberg’s “The
First Three Minutes”. But if you want to just get a
flavour of what our universe  is all about, and how
much of it we understand, read this book.

Dr. Shobhit Mahajan
Dept. of Physics & Astrophysics
University of Delhi
Delhi 110007.
Phone : 7257090 (work)

6899434(home)
Fax : 7257061
Email : sm@ducos.ernet.in, srijanm@hotmail.com
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Book Review

“The Lighter Side of Gravity”

by
Jayant V . Narlikar

Cambridge University Press 1996

A book review by Danny Yee @ 1998 http://dannyrevie ws.com/

The Lighter Side of Gravity is a popular introduction

to the mysteries of gravity. Taking a historical

approach, it begins with Aristotle and Galileo and

the basic concepts of mechanics and dynamics;

it continues with Ptolemy, Copernicus, Kepler,

and the motion of the planets, with Newton and

the law of gravitation, and with Einstein, relativity,

and  curved spacetime. The concepts of escape

velocities and potential barriers are explained,

along with the workings of fusion and stellar

nucleosynthesis. Then come  the more dramatic

topics : tides and gravity waves, gravitational

collapse and blackholes, and cosmology (big

bangs, grand  unified theories, inflation, and dark

matter) - and Narlikar’s pet topics, white holes
and quasi - steady - state cosmology.

The Lighter Side of Gravity is a clear and readable
account which assumes  no previous knowledge,
but it doesn’t  shun equations or real physics.
Instead it explains the necessary basic physics -
clearly and simply, but quite straight forwardly and
without being the least bit patronising (those with
a physics background won’t wince). I would
recommend The Lighter Side of Gravity to anyone
interested in the subject, but especially to those
learning, or interested in learning, physics. it
should be useful in schools,  where the coupling
with  astronomy may motivate students otherwise
unenthused by physics.

February 1998


